
NOTES AND COMMENTS
MORE ADO ABOUT DIRTY BOOKS

A new legal test for obscenity was born during the Supreme Court's
1965 term.' Joining the already crowded household of indicia and
criteria, the "pandering" test added a distinctive trait: for the first
time, the offensive character of the defendant became relevant along
with the noxious quality of his speech. In the process, First Amend-
ment values-supposedly sheltered by the 1957 decision in Roth v.
United States2 -were again left without protection.

I.

The recent cases may look like a departure from the doctrine first
announced in Roth,.3 where the Court first confronted the obscenity
problem.4 But Roth's promise was over-estimated; the new cases merely
follow in the old one's misguided footsteps.

1. A Book Named "John Cleland's Memoirs of a Woman of Pleasure" v. Attorney
General, 383 U.S. 413 (1966) [hereinafter cited as Fanny Hill v. Attorney General]; Ginz-
burg v. United States, 383 U.S. 463 (1966); Mishkin v. New York, 383 U.S. 502 (1966).

2. 354 U.S. 476 (1957).
3. See also a companion case to Roth, Alberts v. California, 354 U.S. 476 (1957), In-

volving a state prosecution under CAL. PEN. CODE § 311. For an extensive review of Roth,
see Lockhart & McClure, Censorship of Obscenity: The Developing Constitutional Stan-
dards, 45 MINN. L. REv. 5 (1960). An earlier article by the same authors provldes an
exhaustive-and exhausting-review of the cases prior to Roth. Lockhart & McClure,
Literature, the Law of Obscenity, and the Constitution, 38 MINN. L. Rav. 295 (1954).
The best commentary on Roth is Kalven, The Metaphysics of the Law of Obscenity,
1960 Sup. CT. R1v. 1.

4. Prior to Roth the Court had intimated in dicta that obscenity was not included
in the freedom accorded speech and press. Beauharnais v. Illinois, 843 U.S. 250, 266
(1952) ("group libel" statute, as applied to dissemination of anti-Negro leaflets; held,
constitutional); Winters v. New York, 333 U.S. 507, 510 (1948) (statute punishing dis.
tribution of magazine with collection of stories "so massed as to become vehicles for
inciting violent and depraved crimes against the person"; held, unconstitutionally vague);
Hannegan v. Esquire, Inc., 327 U.S. 146, 158 (1946) (statute defining matter entitled to
second-class mailing privilege construed not to authorize postmaster general to evaluate
contents of magazines); Chaplinsky v. New Hampshire, 315 U.S. 568, 571-72 (1942) ("fight-
ing words" excluded from first amendment protection); Near v. Minnesota, 283 U.S. 697,
716 (1931) (statute authorizing injunction of publications constituting a public nuisance;
held, unconstitutional prior restraint as applied to newspaper); Robertson v. Baldwin,
165 U.S. 275, 281 (1897) (federal statute authorizing justices of the peace to deliver up
deserting seamen to their masters and compelling them to fulfill the terms of their
contracts; held, constitutional).

Other, earlier cases cited by Mr. Justice Brennan in Roth, 357 U.S. at 481, gave little
support to the proposition that the Court had always deemed obscenity outside the
scope of constitutional protection. Hoke v. United States, 227 U.S. 308, 322 (1913) ('White
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In Roth a federal jury convicted a Manhattan bookseller of using
the mails to transport obscene matter, in violation of 18 U.S.C.
§ 1461.5 On appeal from the Second Circuit,0 the Supreme Court
assumed that the offending publications were obscenev and limited
itself to the question whether obscenity as a class of expression was
entitled to the protection of the First Amendment.8 Perhaps the
question the Court asked suggested the answer it intended to give.
It might have raised other, more traditional queries. It could have
inquired, for instance, whether the defendant's publications tended
to create a substantive evil which society had a right to prevent;0

or whether they created the clear and present danger of such an evil;10

Slave Traffic Act upheld as valid exercise of Congressional power under commerce
clause); United States v. Chase, 135 U.S. 255, 261 (1890) (private letter not within sweep
of federal anti-obscenity mail statute); Ex parte Jackson, 96 U.S. 727, 736-37 (1877) (fed.
eral statute excluding lottery circulars from the mail; held, constitutional).

In 1948 the Court had affirmed, by a vote of four Justices to four, New York's comic-
don of Doubleday & Company for the publication and sale of Edmund Wilson's Memoirs
of Hecate County. Doubleday 8= Company v. New York, 335 U.S. 848 (1948), affirming
by an equally divided Court 297 N.Y. 687, 77 N.E.2d 6 (1947). Because of the equal
division, none of the Justices wrote an opinion, and the affirmance appeared as a per
curiam decision.

5. 18 U.S.C. § 1461 (1964) provides, in pertinent part:
Every obscene, lewd, lascivious, indecent, filthy or vile article, matter, thing. device,
or substance; and

Every written or printed card, letter, circular, book, pamphlet, advertisement, or
notice of any kind giving information, directly or indirectly, where, or how, or from
whom, or by what means of such mentioned matters.. . may be obtained . ..

Is declared to be nonmailable matter and shall not be conveyed in the mails or
delivered from any post office or by any letter carrier.
Whoever knowingly uses the mails for the mailing, carriage in the mails, or delivery
of anything declared by this section to be nonmailable . . . shall be fined not more
than $5,000 or imprisoned not more than five years, or both, for the first such
offense ....

For the legislative history of § 1461 subsequent to Roth, see note 67 infra.
6. 237 F.2d 796 (2d Cir. 1956). The late Judge Frank's concurring opinion, although

now a decade old, is still the leading libertarian critique of the traditional legal ap-
proach to the obscenity question.

7. 354 U.S. at 481 & n.8; Mishkin v. New York, 383 U.S. at 508 n.7.
8. 354 U.S. at 481. See Kalven, supra note 3, at 8 & n.33.
9. Gitlow v. New York, 268 US. 652, 667-70 (1925).
10. Thornhill v. Alabama, 310 U.S. 88, 105 (1940) (per Murphy, J.); Whitney v. Cali-

fornia, 274 U.S. 357, 872-80 (1927) (Brandeis, J., concurring); Schenck v. United States,
249 U.S. 47, 52 (1919) (per Holmes, J.). See Commonwealth v. Gordon, 66 Pa. D. & C.
101 (1949) (per Bok, J.), aff'd sub nom. Commonwealth v. Feigenbaum, 166 Pa. Super.
120, 70 A.2d 389 (1950). See also remarks of Mr. Justice Rutledge at the oral argument
of Doubleday & Co. v. New York, 335 U.S. 848 (1948), affirming by an equally divided
Court 297 N.Y. 687, 77 N.E.2d 6 (1947), quoted in Gordon, supra, at 146:
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or whether the gravity of the evil, discounted by its improbability,
justified such invasion of free expression as was necessary to avoid the
danger." The Justices might have determined whether the publica-
tions amounted to an incitement of conduct society could forbid,12

or merely advocated the desirability of such conduct.' 3 They could have
weighed and balanced conflicting interests and competing considera-
tions.14 Or they might have confirmed generally the power of society
to suppress obscene matter, but then circumscribed the power by
requiring that government avoid unduly vague15 or overly broad 0

exercises of its concededly legitimate authority.
The Court, however, chose not to treat obscene expression as a con-

ventional First Amendment matter. Mr. Justice Brennan, writing for
the Roth majority, reviewed colonial history to demonstrate that
"obscenity" had never been thought of as protected "speech" at all.17

Before we get to the question of clear and present danger, we've got to have some-
thing which the State can forbid as dangerous. We are talking in a vacuum until
we can establish that there is some occasion for the exercise of the State's power.

Yes, you must first ascertain the substantive evil at which the statute is aimed,
and then determine whether the publication of this book constitutes a clear and
present danger.

It is up to the State to demonstrate that there was a danger, and until they
demonstrate that, plus the clarity and imminence of the danger, the constitutional
prohibition would seem to apply.
But see Beauharnais v. Illinois, supra note 4, at 266 (dictum) ("clear and present

danger" test not applicable to obscenity), quoted approvingly in Roth, 354 U.S. at 486.87.
11. Dennis v. United States, 341 U.S. 494, 510 (1951) (opinion of Vinson, C.J.), af-

firming 183 F.2d 201, 212 (2d Cir. 1950) (per L. Hand, J.); see United States v. Roth, 237
F.2d 796, 802 (2d Cir. 1956) (Frank, J., concurring).

12. Kingsley International Pictures Corp. v. Regents, 360 U.S. 684, 688 (1959) (per
Stewart, J.); Whitney v. California, 274 U.S. 357, 373 (1927) (Brandeis, J., concurring).

13. Yates v. United States, 354 U.S. 298, 312-27 (1957) (per Harlan, J.).
14. E.g., NAACP v. Alabama, 357 U.S. 449, 463, 466 (1958) (per Harlan, J.); Sweezy

v. New Hampshire, 354 U.S. 284, 261, 266-67 (1957) (Frankfurter, J., concurring); Dennis
v. United States, supra note 11, at 525, 540, 542, 544-45 (Frankfurter, J., concurring);
American Communications Ass'n v. Douds, 889 U.S. 382, 400 (1950) (per Vinson, C.J.);
Thornhill v. Alabama, supra note 10, at 96 (per Murphy, J.); Schneider v. State, 808
U.S. 147, 161, 162 (1989) (per Roberts, J.). For an excellent critique, see SHAIRO, FRm-
DOM OF SPEEcH-TH SUPREME COURT AND JUDICIAL REviEW 76-107 (1966).

15. Winters v. New York, 33 U.S. 507, 509-10, 515 (1948); Herndon v. Lowry, 801
U.S. 242, 259 (1937); Stromberg v. California, 283 U.S. 859, 369 (1931) (dictum). Cf.
Wright v. Georgia, 373 U.S. 284, 292 (1963); Edwards v. South Carolina, 372 U.S. 229,
236-37 (1968).

16. Wieman v. Updegraff, 344 U.S. 183, 191 (1952); Cantwell v. Connecticut, 310
U.S. 296, 308 (1940); Thornhill v. Alabama, supra note 10, at 104 (1940). Cf. Aptheker
v. Secretary of State, 878 U.S. 500, 514 (1964); NAACP v. Alabama, 377 U.S. 288, 807
(1964); Shelton v. Tucker, 364 U.S. 479, 490 (1960).

17. 854 U.S. at 482-84.
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Under the celebrated dictum in Chaplinsky v. New Hampshire,s

obscene utterances were excluded from First Amendment protection
because, along with lewdness, libel, and "fighting words," they "are
no essential part of any exposition of ideas, and are of such slight
social value as a step to truth that any benefit that may be derived
from them is dearly outweighed by the social interest in order and
morality . . ."9 This was especially true of obscenity: "implicit in

18. 315 U.S. 568 (1942).
19. 315 U.S. at 572. The difference between speech as "part of the exposition of

ideas" and speech as "socially valuable" does not, at first glance, appear to be one of
constitutional dimensions. Yet the two standards proposed by Mr. Justice Murphy were
differentiable, and usefully so: some speech, although it might have "slight social value,"
still could be "part of an exposition of ideas." For example, Newton Cantwell's record
playing "tempted [his listeners] .. . to strike [him] . . . unless he went away," Cantwell
v. Connecticut, 310 US. 296, 303 (1940), and so could be outweighed by the social in-
terest in avoiding an assault upon his person. But his remarks, however much couched
in inflammatory terms, still contained some part of an exposition of religious ideas.

In applying an "exclusion" rule for such speech, Mr. Justice Murphy was drawing on
Professor Chafee's recently published work. CHAFEE, FRE SFrwFct u. "ma U.NrrED STATEs

149-50 (1941):
[T]he law also punishes a few classes of words like obscenity, profanity, and gross
libels upon individuals, because the very utterance of such words is considered to
inflict a present injury upon listeners, readers, or those defamed, or else to render
highly probable an immediate breach of the peace. This is a very different matter
from punishing words because they express ideas which are thought to cause a
future danger to the State.

[l]f [these verbal peace-time crimes] are properly limited they fall outside the
protection of the free speech clauses as I have defined them. My reason is not that
they existed at common law before the constitutions, for a similar argument would
apply to the crime of sedition, which was abolished by the First Amendment....
Nor do I base my conclusion on the historical fact that the framers of the constitu-
tions wanted to safeguard political discussion. . . . The true explanation is that
profanity and indecent talk and pictures, which do not form an essential part of
any exposition of ideas, have a very slight social value as a step toward truth,
which is dearly outweighed by the social interests in order, morality, the training
of the young, and the peace of mind of those who hear and see. Words of this
type offer little opportunity for the usual process of counter-argument. The harm
is done as soon as they are communicated, or is liable to follow almost immediately
in the form of retaliatory violence. The only sound explanation of the punishment
of obscenity and profanity is that the words are criminal, not because of the ideas
they communicate, but like acts because of their immediate consequences to the
five senses.
Note that Professor Chafee relied neither on the common-law argument ad%anced by

Mr. Justice Brennan in Roth, see text accompanying note 17 supra, nor on the theory
that the authors of the First Amendment intended it to protect only political speech,
see Kalven, supra note 3, at 15-16. Rather, Chafee advanced the thesis that the excluded
categories of utterance comprehended words having the force, the immediacy or the
non-rebuttability of acts. It is doubtful that the thesis will support a distinction between
protected and unprotected speech that will secure to the former the full measure of
the constitutional guaranty while restricting the latter to its narrowest desirable orm-
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the history of the First Amendment," wrote Mr. Justice Brennan, "is
the rejection of obscenity as utterly without redeeming social im-
portance.

20

Excluding obscenity from constitutional protection meant that the
Justices were no longer asking the traditional questions of cause and
effect, of speech and resultant evil. 21 Instead, the Justices chose a route

pass. In this regard, consider the famous aphorism of Mr. Justice Holmes: "Every idea
is an incitement .... Gitlow v. New York, 268 U.S. 652, 673 (1925) (dissenting opinion).

It was not clear why Mr. Justice Murphy, rather than apply the "exclusion" rule, did
not instead use the more familiar "clear and present danger" test, as formulated in
Thornhill v. Alabama, supra note 10, and Cantwell v. Connecticut, supra. Employing the
latter formula would have relieved the Justice of the need to pass judgment on the value,
either "social" or "expository," of Chaplinsky's speech. Mr. Justice Murphy could have
invoked the formula originated by Holmes and Brandeis to find that the petitioner's
"fighting words," no matter how socially valuable or how essential to the exposition of
ideas they might be, had created a clear and present danger of a substantive evil-there,
breach of the peace-that New Hampshire had a right to prevent. Perhaps the Justice
was reluctant to employ the test to achieve an "unlibertarian" result for fear of the
precedent such action would set. Or it is possible that only by avoiding "clear and
present danger" language could the Justice hold a unanimous Court; already Mr. Justice
Frankfurter had sounded the first rumblings of mutiny against expanded usage of the
"clear and present danger" test. Bridges v. California, 814 U.S. 252, 295-97 (1941) (dissent-
ing opinion).

20. 354 U.S. at 484. Dealing with obscenity as a class of utterance rather than with
the expression in the particular case has reminded some commentators of the approach
taken by an earlier Court in Gitlow v. New York, supra note 9, at 668. See Kalven,
supra note 3, at 12. Cf. Schenck v. United States, supra note 10, at 52 (emphasis added):

The question in every case is whether the words used are used in such circumstances
and are of such a nature as to create a clear and present danger that they will
bring about the substantive evils that Congress has a right to prevent.
21. The considerations of the evil feared from obscenity, the causal relation between

the evil and the speech, and the degree of likelihood that the speech will result In the
evil, although usually associated with the Holmes-Brandeis "clear and present danger"
test, seem to be necessary elements of all the traditional free-speech tests, including
"bad tendency" and "balancing." The free expression formulas all grant as an operating
premise that speech itself is no evil and that society may deal only with the anticipated
consequences of expression. See CHAFEE, op. cit. supra note 19; see generally Emerson,
Toward a General Theory of the First Amendment, 72 YALE L.J. 877 (1963).

'According to Mr. Justice Brennan, however, it was unnecessary to ask such questions;
these were First Amendment considerations, and it had just been announced that ob-
scenity was not utterance protected by the First Amendment. 354 U.S. at 486. The an-
thority for this somewhat facile dismissal of the question was Beauharnais v. Illinois,
supra note 4, at 266. There, Mr. Justice Frankfurter, speaking for a closely divided
Court, had sustained the Illinois "group libel" statute which, as construed and ap-
plied, admitted defenses of neither truth, good motives, nor fair comment. People v.
Beauharais, 408 IUl. 518, 97 N.E.2d 343 (1951). This gave Mr. Justice Frankfurter no
trouble. 343 U.S. at 254. Nor did the State's failure to show the classic ingredients of
libel: for the statute was seen to deal with threatened breach of the peace. Id. at 258.62.
The State's failure to present any evidence of such a threatened breach was irrelevant
because the statute dealt with libel. Id. at 254-58. The argument was not convincing
when it was made, and it has become even less so with the passage of time. For the
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requiring that they define the excluded category of utterance to dif-
ferentiate it from protected "speech."22 Here the dominant case was
The Queen v. Hicklin,2 where the Court of Queen's Bench, looking
to selected portions24 of an anti-Catholic tract,2a- had held the test for
obscene matter to be whether its "tendency .. . is to deprave and
corrupt those whose minds are open to such immoral influences, and
into whose hands a publication of this sort may fall."20 Hictlin's re-
liance on "isolated excerpts," "susceptible persons," and "immoral
influence" enjoyed wide initial acceptance in this country.- It enabled
Massachusetts to punish a bookseller in 1930 for the dissemination of
An American Tragedy, on the basis of abbreviated passages from the
840-page novel; otherwise, the judges said, it would have been "im-
practicable to try the case .... ,"2s Fifteen years later, the Hicklin
mentality convicted another Massachusetts bookseller for distributing
Lillian Smith's Strange Fruit; according to Justice Qua, the book

subsequent gelding of Beauharnais, see New York Times Co. v. Sullivan. 376 U.S. 254,
268-69 (1964) (per Brennan, J.).

22. 354 U.S. at 489.
23. L.R. 3 Q.B. 360 (1868).
24. The judges found fully one half of the pamphlet obscene, id. at 374; it is there-

fore difficult to understand how Hicklin by itself can be taken to have authorized the
"isolated excerpts" test for which subsequent commentators have castigated it. See, e.g.,
Lockhart & McClure, Literature, the Law of Obscenity, and the Constitution, supra
note 3, at 328; Roth v. United States, 354 U.S. at 488-89. Yet since the case is generally
regarded as the origin of the "isolated excerpts" rule, it is so treated here.

25. The pamphlet was entitled "The Confessional unmasked; showing the depravity
of the Romish priesthood, the inequity of the Confessional, and questions put to females
in confession." The recorder found half the pamphlet to relate to "casuistical and con-
troversial questions which are not obscene," 3 Q.B. 360, at 374; perhaps the work could
today pass muster under the redeeming social value test.

26. 3 Q.B. 360, at 371 (opinion of Cockburn, CJ.). Those whose minds were "open"
were not necessarily the degenerate class or salivating defectives; the court -was referring
primarily to children and adolescents. Id. at 371 (opinion of Cockburn, CJ.), 377 (opin-
ion of Blackburn, J.).

27. Rosen v. United States, 161 U.S. 29 (1896) (per Harlan, J.) (semble); United
States v. Males, 51 Fed. 41, 42 (D. Ind. 1892). United States v. Smith, 45 Fed. 476, 477
(E.D. Wis. 1891); United States v. Harmon, 45 Fed. 414, 417 (D. Kan. 1891); United
States v. Clarke, 38 Fed. 732, 733 (E.D. Mo. 1889); United States v. Wightman, 29 Fed.
636 (W.D. Pa. 1886); United States v. Britton, 17 Fed. 731, 733 (Comm'r Ct., S.D. Ohio
1883); United States v. Bennett, 24 Fed. Cas. 1093, 1103-04 (No. 14571) (C.CS.D. N.Y.
1879).

28. Commonwealth v. Friede, 271 Mass. 318, 322, 171 N.E. 472, 474 (1930). Mr. Justice
Pierce evaluated what we would call the redeeming value of the work as follows:

A careful reading of this compact book... makes evident that even assuming great
literary excellence, artistic worth and an impelling moral lesson in the story, there is
nothing essential to the history of the life of its principal character that would be
lost if these passages were omitted ....

Ibid.
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could be "appreciably injurious to society . . . remembering that
many persons who form part of the reading public . . . are highly
susceptible to influences of the kind in question. . ". ."21 As late as
1953, the Hicklin spirit led the Ninth Circuit to approve the Customs
seizure of Henry Miller's Tropics on the ground, inter alia, that noth-
ing in the books had "the grace of purity or goodness."80

Eventually, however, courts rebelled at Hicklin's staunch Victorian-
ism. Some judges modified the Hicklin rules; 31 others repudiated the
case outright.3 2 And in Roth the Supreme Court explicitly denounced

29. Commonwealth v. Isenstadt, 318 Mass. 543, 552, 62 N.E.2d 840, 845 (1945) (per
Qua, J.). The student of English letters should note Mr. Justice Qua's strictures on how
to write a clean dirty book: "That such a theme [love incapable of resulting In mar-
riage because of social conventions] can be handled with power and realism without
obscenity seems sufficiently demonstrated by George Eliot's 'Adam Bede,' which we
believe is universally recognized as an English classic." Id. at 556, 62 N.E.2d at 847. For
one account of the motive forces behind the decision to ban the book, see ERNST &
SCHWARTZ, CENSORSHP: THE SEARCH FOR THE OBSCENE 95 (1964). For other such Massa-
chusetts cases, see Commonwealth v. Holmes, 17 Mass. (17 Tyng) 336 (1821) (prosecution
for sale of Fanny Hill); Commonwealth v. McCance, 164 Mass. 162, 41 N.E. 133 (1895)
(prosecution for sale of Boccaccio's Decameron); Attorney General v. The Book Named
God's Little Acre, 326 Mass. 281, 93 N.E.2d 819 (1950) (declaratory judgment action).

30. Besig v. United States, 208 F.2d 142, 145 (9th Cir. 1953).
31. E.g., United States v. Dennett, 39 F.2d 564, 568-69 (2d Cir. 1930) (per A.N.

Hand, J.):
[T]he test most frequently laid down seems to have been whether [the challenged
material] . . . would tend to deprave the morals of those into whose hands the
publication might fall by suggesting lewd thoughts and exciting sensual desires....

Any incidental tendency to arouse sex impulses which such a pamphlet may
perhaps have is apart from and subordinate to its main effect.

But see United States v. Kennerly, 209 Fed. 119, 120-21 (S.D.N.Y. 1913) (per L. Hand, J.):
That test has been accepted by the lower federal courts until it would be no longer
proper for me to disregard it. . . . I hope it is not improper for me to say that
the rule as laid down, however consonant it may be with mid-Victorian morals,
does not seem to me to answer to the understanding and morality of the present
time . . . . I question whether in the end men will regard that as obscene which
is honestly relevant to the adequate expression of innocent ideas, and whether they
will not believe that truth and beauty are too precious to society at large to be
mutilated in the interests of those most likely to pervert them to base uses. In.
deed, it seems hardly likely that we are even to-day so lukewarm in our interest
in letters or serious discussion as to be content to reduce our treatment of sex to
the standard of a child's library in the supposed interest of a salacious few, or that
shame will for long prevent us from adequate portrayal of some of the most serious
and beautiful sides of human nature.
32. United States v. Levine, 83 F.2d 156 (2d Cir. 1936) (per L. Hand, C.J.). The re-

action to Hicklin reached a high point in United States v. One Book Entitled Ulysses,
5 F. Supp. 182 (S.D.N.Y. 1933), aft'd, 72 F.2d 705 (2d Cir. 1934). There Judge Woolsey
rejected the question whether Joyce's novel might tend to deprave morals, and in-
quired instead whether the work "tend[ed] to stir the sex impulses or to lead to
sexually impure and lustful thoughts," 5 F. Supp. at 184 (emphasis added); he Insisted
that the work be read "in its entirety," id. at 185, to determine "its effect on a person
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Hicklin, rejecting its criteria as "unconstitutionally restrictive of the
freedoms of speech and press.133 Instead, the new constitutional test
for obscene matter was to be "whether to the average person, applying
contemporary community standards, the dominant theme of the ma-
terial taken as a whole appeals to prurient interest.134 The new stand-

with average sex instincts--what the French would call Vlhomme moyen sensuel." Id.
at 184. But see id. at 185: "It is only with the normal person that the lan' is concerned.
Such a test as I have described, therefore, is the only proper test of obscenity in the
case of a book like 'Ulysses,' which is a sincere and serious attempt to devise a new
literary method for the observation and description of mankind." (Emphasis added.)

At this stage in the developing standards for obscenity, it was not dear in the Second
Circuit whether the "average man" test raised a question of law for the judge or one
of fact for the jury. According to Judge Woolsey in Ulysses, the average man "plays]
. . . the same role of hypothetical reagent as does the 'reasonable man' in the law of
torts and 'the man learned in the art' on questions of invention in patent law," 5 F. Supp.
at 184; but he still applied the test himself. Id. at 184-85. For Judge Learned Hand.
however, the matter looked pretty much like the typical auto accident case, with the
jury deciding questions of "reasonableness":

[Should not the word obscene be allowed to indicate the present critical point in
the compromise between candor and shame at which the community may have
arrived here and now? If letters must, like other kinds of conduct, be subject to
the social sense of what is right, it would seem that a july should in each case
establish the standard much as they do in cases of negligence.

United States v. Kennerley, 209 Fed. 119 (S.D.N.Y. 1913). (Emphasis added.) This is
hardly the product of a concern working overtime on behalf of First Amendment
liberties. In later years, Judge Hand turned positively cavalier on the subject. See, for
instance, United States v. Levine, 83 F.2d 156, 157-58 (2d Cir. 1936) (emphasis added):

As so often happens, the problem is to find a passable compromise between opposing
interests. . . . We impose such a duty upon a jury . . . because the standard they
fix is likely to be an acceptable mesne, and because in such matters a mesne most
nearly satisfies the moral demands of the community ....

[l]t is the jury who must declare what the standard shall be. So far as that may
be a menace to the free development of the arts, it is a risk which Congress has
seen fit to impose, and which we cannot gainsay, even if we would.

For more of the same, see HAmD, TnE BisL oF Ricirrs 56-67 (1958); United States v.
Rebhuhn, 109 F.2d 512 (2d Cir. 1940).

33. 354 U.S. at 489.
34. Ibid. (Emphasis added.) Mr. Justice Brennan later admitted that the "test for

obscenity enunciated [in Roth] ... is not perfect," Jacobellis v. Ohio, 378 U.S. 184, 191
(1964); and later still spoke of the test's "perhaps inherent residual vagueness," Ginzburg
v. United States, 383 U.S. at 475 n.19. In fact, every essential element of the Roth
definition was ambiguous. Who was the "average person'? Was he a composite of the
jury, and if so did this mean that the question of obscenity under Roth was to be one of
fact? Or was he a ficticious character to be conjured up by the judges? From what
"'community" should judges draw the "contemporary standards" to "apply'? What
would the "dominant theme" of material "taken as a whole" look like? Could a
Hicklinian "isolated excerpt" ever be so shocking as to "contaminate" an otherwise
unexceptionable masterpiece? And what were "prurient interests'? Only on the last
question did Mr. Justice Brennan essay a reply: in a footnote he quoted Webster. 354
US. at 487 n.20:

Webster's New International Dictionary (Unabridged, 2d ed., 1949) defines prurient,
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ard was offered 35-and accepted 36-as a decisive advance over Hick-
fin. The average person could safely be exposed to more erotic
literature than his susceptible cousin; material taken as a whole rather
than in isolated excerpts would be harder to condemn in its entirety;
and the law would limit its concern to appeals to prurient interest,
supposedly a more narrowly limited state interest than immoral in-
fluence.

Roth, then, looked like a good beginning. It intimated that the
Court would take social value into account in determining what could
be suppressed, and it seemingly rejected the Hicklin rules. But the
Roth approach harbored two sources of future trouble. First, Mr.
Justice Brennan's discussion left the relationship between "social im-
portance" and "obscenity" unclear. It was uncertain whether the
Court was excluding "obscenity" from the constitutional guaranty
because as a class of expression it lacked "social importance," ' or only
if in individual cases it lacked "social importance."38 Or perhaps ob-
scenity and social importance would have to be weighed in the balance,
with the laurel going to the heavier.30 Roth foreclosed none of these

in pertinent part, as follows: "Itching, longing; uneasy with desire or longing; of
persons, having itching, morbid, or lascivious longings; of desire, curiosity, or
propensity, lewd .. "
35. 354 U.S. at 484, 488, 489.
36. See, e.g., Lockhart 9- McClure, Censorship of Obscenity: The Developing Consti-

tutional Standards, supra note 3.
37. On this theory, an "obscene" work would fall automatically into a category of

utterance possessing no "social importance," and so lose its right to constitutional pro.
tection. Such seems to be the argument of Justices Clark and White, dissenting, in
Fanny Hill v. Attorney General, 383 U.S. at 441, 461.

38. If "obscenity" is defined as that which has no "social importance," then a work
with redeeming value can never be "obscenity," by definition. Upon reflection, Mr.
Justice Brennan elected this theory. See his opinion in Jacobellis v. Ohio, supra note
34, at 191.

39. Notions of balancing recur in the opinion of Mr. Justice Clark, dissenting In
Fanny Hill v. Attorney General, 383 U.S. at 451, this time of the component elements
within the "social value" category. The meaning of social value became such a problem
here only because the definition the Court propounded for "obscene matter," turning
as it did on the whole-book, average-person, and prurient.interest criteria, was simply
irrelevant to the rationale the Court announced for excluding "obscenity" from First
Amendment protection. At one extreme, it was even possible that the Roth Court's
discussions of social value and prurient interest had nothing to do with one another
because "obscenity" was something altogether different from "obscene matter." Some
such notion is suggested in Mr. Justice Harlan's opinion in Manual Enterprises v. Day,
supra note 41, at 482-87. And see Stewart, J., dissenting, in Ginzburg v. United States,
383 U.S. 463 at 499 n.2 (1966): "It is not accurate to say that the Roth opinion 'fashioned
standards' for obscenity, because . . . no issue was there presented as to the obscenity
of the material involved." (Emphasis added.) Supposedly, therefore, Roth "fashioned
standards" only for "obscene matter." The practical consequences of the distinction are
unclear, and it may not be surprising that none of the Justices has pursued it.
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possibilities; only later cases would establish whether the Court wanted
to protect valuable literature more than it was willing to allow the
suppression of offensive or unconventional treatments of sex.

The second weakness of the Roth approach was the failure to reject
Hicklin in its entirety. The Hicilin test hinged on a judicial reaction
to erotic literature that offended Victorian sensibilities; Roth did
nothing to alter that basic approach, but only exchanged the Hicklin
formulae for a modem set. Under Roth everything still depended on
the disgust threshold of the judge and jury, now dignified as their mea-
surement of "prurient appeal." First Amendment considerations were
as subdued in Roth as in Hicklin, because the Brennan definition
failed to accord them even a passing reference. Of course, the judges
could import such considerations into the definition if they wanted
to. But nothing in Roth required them to do so; and Roth's express
insistence that obscenity was not First Amendment "speech" dis-
couraged such thinking. No doubt the Court intended that its restric-
tive verbalisms would curb the excesses Hicllin had inspired. But it
was questionable whether something as resistant to definition as
"prurient interest" could ever furnish a better defense to judicial
prudery than the disfavored "immoral influence."

The difficulties inherent in Roth emerged in later cases. For nearly
a decade afterwards, the Court could muster a majority only for
cryptic per curiams;40 in the two cases where the Justices wrote full-
dress opinions-Manual Enterprises v. Day4 and Jacobellis v. Ohio 2

-no more than three of them could agree on a common rationaliza-
ion. Initial efforts to clarify Roth broke down in a dispute whether
the "community" referred to in the Roth definition was a national or

40. Adams Newark Theater Co. v. City of Newark, 254 US. 931 (1957), affirming 22
N.J. 472, 126 A.2d 340 (1956); Times Film Corp. v. City of Chicago, 355 U.S. 35 (1957),
reversing 244 F.2d 432 (7th Cir. 1957); Mounce v. United States, 355 U.S. 180 (1957).
remanding 247 F.2d 148 (9th Cir. 1957); One, Inc. v. Oleson, 355 U.S. 371 (1958).
reversing 241 F.2d 772 (9th Cir. 1957); Sunshine Book Co. v. Summerfield, 355 U.S. 372
(1958), reversing 249 F.2d 114 (D.C. Cir. 1957); Tralins v. Gerstein, 378 U.S. 576 (1964).
reversing 151 So. 2d 19 (Fla. Dist. Ct. App. 1963); Grove Press, Inc. v. Gerstein. 378 U.S.
577 (1964), reversing 156 So.2d 537 (Fla. Dist. CL App. 1963).

41. 370 U.S. 478 (1962).
42. Supra note 34. The post-Roth debate assumed the 'validity of the "exclusion"

approach. To be sure, Mr. Justice Douglas, dissenting in Roth, had objected to the ue
of the Chaplinsky rule, but principally because it foreclosed recourse to a "brigaded
with illegal action" test, 354 U.S. at 514. Mr. Justice Harlan, in his separate Roth opinion.
had demurred to the use of what he termed a "sweeping formula," 354 U.S. at 497, but
largely because the formula detracted attention from the primary judicial ta-k of re-
viewing the validity of individual "communications" on a case-by-case basis. Ibid.
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local one;43 attempts to establish the relevance of "social importance"
were similarly unsuccessful. 44 One Justice suggested that the prurient
interest rule be supplemented by elements such as "patent offensive-
ness";45 another, that Roth be applied in conjunction with a "sufficient

43. In Manual, where the Postmaster General sought a declaration that magazines
appealing to homosexuals were non-mailable under 18 U.S.C. § 1461, Justices Harlan
and Stewart thought that in the context of a federal statute "reaching . . . to all parts
of the United States" the proper test for "the relevant 'community' in terms of whose
standards the issue is to be judged" was a "national" one. 370 U.S. at 488. But in
Jacobellis, where Ohio prosecuted a theater manager for exhibiting an allegedly obscene
film, Justices Brennan and Goldberg exploded the Harlan-Stewart rationale by applying
the "national standards" rule to a state anti-obscenity statute; this they saw as a
"reaffirmation" of the position they found to have been established in Roth. 378 U.S. at
184-95. The discovery that Roth had even addressed itself to a definition of "community,"
let alone had opted for a "national" one, drew a sharp retort from Mr. Chief Justice
Warren, who interpreted Roth's reference to community standards to mean community
standards, and who doubted the existence of any such thing as a "national standard."
Id. at 200. The Chief Justice graciously refrained from observing that the non-existence
of the standard was precisely the feature of "national community" that Justices Brennan
and Goldberg found so attractive. At any rate, six different judges had already formu-
lated three different views on what community standards were to be applied and under
what circumstances. When Justices Black and Douglas added to the m6lange their own
outright rejection of "community standards" thinking in the first place, Roth v. United
States, 354 U.S. at 512, the vitality of a crucial element in the Roth definition came into
serious question.

44. In Jacobellis Mr. Justice Brennan clarified his Roth position on the significance
of "social value." Now he wrote:

We would reiterate . . . our recognition in Roth that obscenity is excluded from
the constitutional protection only because it is "utterly without redeeming social
importance." . . . [M]aterial dealing with sex in a manner that advocates ideas,
. . . or that has literary or scientific or artistic value or any other form of social
importance, may not be branded as obscenity and denied the constitutional protec-
tion.

378 U.S. at 191. (Emphasis adddd.) For disapproval of the Brennan reading, see Justices
Clark and White, dissenting in Fanny Hill v. Attorney General, 383 U.S. at 445, 462.

45. In Manual, Justices Harlan and Stewart added to the "prurient interest" test of
Roth the further requirement of "patent offensiveness'-"-a requirement that challenged
publications be "so offensive on their face as to affront current community standards
of decency .. " 370 U.S. at 482. The "patent offensiveness" test arose only as a matter
of statutory construction, but within the confines of § 1461 it operated as a test separate
and independent from the Roth "prurient appeal" rule: it, "no less than 'prurient
interest,' [was] . . . essential to a valid determination of obscenity. . . " Ibd. The
authority for the "patent offensiveness" test was, of course, Roth v. United States. Those
who might have thought Roth to have addressed itself solely to questions of constitution-
ality rather than to matters of statutory construction, and not to have addressed itself
at all to something called "patent offensiveness," were now given the correct reading.
The holding in Roth that obscenity laws could reach only those portrayals of sex that
treated the subject in a manner appealing to prurient interest was

of course . . . but a compendious way of embracing in the obscenity standard both
the concept of patent offensiveness, manifested by the terms of § 1461 itself, and the
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evidence" rule in reviewing lower-court decisions;46 still another,
that Roth be limited to federal cases.47 Mr. Justice Stewart urged the

element of the likely corruptive effect of the challenged material, brought into
federal obscenity law via Regina v. Hidlin.

Id. at 487. The author of the Roth opinion did not indicate whether he approved this
interpretation of his handiwork.

46. Dissenting in Jacobellis, Mr. Chief Justice 'arren wrote:
[O]nce a finding of obscenity has been made below under a proper application of
the Roth test, I would apply a "sufficient evidence" standard of review-requiring
something more than merely any evidence but something less than "substantial cvi-
dence on the record... as a whole."

378 U.S. at 203. One difficulty with the "sufficient evidence" theory lay in its assumption
that such a thing as "the" Roth test existed that could be "properly applied" by an)body.
In addition, the solution proposed by the Chief Justice required the judges to relinquish
control at least marginally over lower courts' dispositions of obscenity cases-a result
that a majority of the Supreme Court was not yet ready to accept. Whether the question
of obscenity vel non was viewed as foreclosed by application of the "clear and present
danger" test, Roth v. United States, 554 U.S. at 509 (Douglas and Black, JJ.. dissenting),
or as still open but "involving factual matters entangled in a constitutional claim,"
Manual Enterprises v. Day, 370 U.S. at 488 (opinion of Harlan and Stewart, JJ.), or
"necessarily implicat[ing] an issue of constitutional law," Jacobellis v. Ohio, 378 U.S.
at 188 (opinion of Brennan and Goldberg, JJ.), or matters of " 'constitutional fact' "
id. at 190 n.6, at least six Justices considered the issue to be "ultimately one for this
Court," Manual Enterprises v. Day, 370 U.S. at 488 (opinion of Harlan and Stewart, JJ.).

47. According to Mr. Justice Harlan, considerations of federalism dictated that the
First Amendment restrict the national government more severely than the Fourteenth
Amendment restricts the states in their respective regulations of obscene matter. Roth
v. United States, 354 U.S. at 502-06 (separate opinion); Jacobellis v. Ohio, 378 U.S. at
204 (dissenting opinion). The Roth definition should apply only to the federal govern-
ment, but the Due Process Clause did not warrant the use of the definition in state
obscenity cases. The Harlan proposal, however, was vulnerable to the objection that it
entailed a nearly total withdrawal from review of state cases. Once the justice abandoned
the specific prohibitions of the First Amendment for the vague contours of the Four-
teenth, it was difficult to see what "halfway house" he could logically retreat to without
falling all the way back on a "reasonableness" formula resulting in virtual abdication
to state parochialism. To be sure, he agreed with the Court in Roth that the "books
must be judged [by the States] as a whole and in relation to the normal adult reader,"
354 U.S. at 502, but the Due Process Clause no more compelled such a limit on state
power than it sanctioned an application of the Roth definition to state obscenity cases.

Furthermore, a license to the states for the suppression of obscene matter, limited
only by the "convenient vagueness" of the Due Process Clause, would leave books and
magazines "prey to a multitude of obscenity actions," ENrs-r & ScztwAutrz, op. cit. supra
note 29, at 213, with acquittal in one state having no effect upon subsequent law suits
in others. The experience of Grove Press in defending Tropic of Cancer through the
courts of the land suggests that "the burden multistate prosecutions place upon a publi-
cation are so great as to reduce seriously the future likelihood that publishers, however
brave, will present 'controversial' books to our public." Ibid.

But even if Mr. Justice Harlan were correct in assuming that the Constitution affords
greater leeway to state than to federal suppression of obscene matter, his argument
proved too much. Given a legitimate state policy in dealing with obscenity, there was
no reason for the federal government not to shut down the postal and interstate-
commerce conduits to obscene matter, both to control the dissemination of "noxious
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Court to replace Roth entirely with a "hard core pornography" rule,
promising that although he was unable to define the hard core, he
would know it when he saw it.48 From the start Mr. Chief Justice

products," cf. Hoke v. United States, 227 U.S. 308 (1913): Champion v. Ames, 188 U.S.
321 (1903), and to avoid frustration of state policy, cf. Clark Distilling Co. v. Western
Maryland Ry. Co., 242 U.S. 311 (1917); In re Rahrer, 140 U.S. 545 (1891). See Brief for
United States, p. 16, Ginzburg v. United States supra note 1; cf. Harlan, J., dissenting, in
Fanny Hill v. Attorney General, 383 U.S. at 457 n.2.

The Harlan thesis has "never persuaded even a substantial minority of the Court."
Cohen v. Hurley, 366 U.S. 117, 156 (1961) (Brennan, J., dissenting); and see Gideon v.
Wainwright, 372 U.S. 885, 346-47 (1963) (Douglas, J., concurring); Ohio ex t'l Eaton v.
Price, 364 U.S. 263, 275-76 (1960) (opinion of Brennan, J.). Nor is there any reason that
it should. One need not believe that with modem methods of communication It is
"no longer possible that free speech be guaranteed Federally and denied locally," Com-
monwealth v. Gordon, 66 Pa. D. & C. 101, 136 (1949) (per Bok, J.), or that a "local"

interference with freedom of expression raises issues of national concern, cf. Wickard
v. Filbum, 317 U.S. 111 (1942) (per Jackson, J.); United States v. Carolene Prods. Co.,
304 U.S. 144, 152 nA (1938) (per Stone, J.). One may just have difficulty in understand-
ing why a concept of "federalism" developed by jurists of another era in response to
judicial restraints upon state experimentation in economic matters, e.g., New State Ice
Co. v. Liebmann, 285 U.S. 262, 311 (1932) (Brandeis, J., dissenting); Lochner V. New

York, 198 US. 45, 75-76 (1905) (Holmes, J., dissenting), and rejected by those same
jurists in the free speech area, Gitlow v. New York, 268 U.S. 652, 672-73 (1925) (Holmes,
J., dissenting); Whitney v. California, 274 U.S. 857, 373 (1927) (Brandeis, J., concurring),
Palko v. Connecticut, 302 U.S. 319, 326-27 (1937) (dictum) (per Cardozo, J.), should have
any particular relevance to problems arising under the First Amendment. Compare

Frankfurter, Memorandum on "Incorporation" of the Bill of Rights into the Due
Process Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment, 78 HARV. L. REv. 746 (1965), with FRANK°
FURTER, MR. JusTicE HOLMES AND THE SUPREME COURT 49-63 (1938).

48. Drawing on Mr. Justice Harlan's Roth opinion, 354 U.S. at 507, and on the opinion
of Judge Fuld of the New York Court of Appeals in People v. Richmond County
News, 9 N.Y.2d 578, 586, 179 N.E.2d 369, 375, 216 N.Y.S.2d 369, 375 (1961), Mr. Justice
Stewart concluded that "under the First and Fourteenth Amendments criminal laws are

constitutionally limited to hard-core pornography...." Jacobellis v. Ohio, 378 U.S. at
197. Unfortunately, the Justice was no more disposed to define "hard core pornography"
than his brethren were capable of agreeing upon a meaning for "obscenity." "I shall not
today attempt further to define the kinds of material I understand to be embraced
within that shorthand description," he wrote; "and perhaps I could never succeed in
intelligibly doing so. But I know it when I see it, and the motion picture involved in
this case is not that." Ibid. Mr. Justice Stewart had given his brethren little to go on;
still, pressing his footnotes hard, one could detect the suggestion that "hard core
pornography" described a more limited category of objectionable utterance than did
"obscenity," and that the "exclusion" approach adopted in Roth still applied, but to
a less diffuse and more highly offensive class of expression. Perhaps "hard core pornog-
raphy" would eventually prove more amenable than "obscenity" to a clear cut differentia-
tion from "expression." But without further elaboration Mr. Justice Stewart's proposal
was of little use to his colleagues. For comment, see Kurland, Foreword: "Equal in
Origin and Equal in Title to the Legislative and Executive Branches of the Government,"
78 HARv. L. REv. 143, 170 & n.178 (1964). See also Murphy, The Value of Pornography,
10 WAYNE L. REv. 655, 668 (1964):

[I~t is impossible to define "hard core" pornography, as if there were some singly
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Warren offered a "purveying" test as an alternative, claiming that the
conduct of the distributor rather than the content of his wares should
be the central issue.49 Few of the proposals won the support of anybody
but their authors.

II.

In the latest attempt, a Court majority seized on the Chief Justice's
purveying rule as the best hope for taming the obscenity problem.
Mr. Justice Brennan, again speaking for the Court, struggled to syn-
thesize the new rule with nearly everything that went before. But the
product of his labors still took observers by surprise:50 an English

lewd concept from which all profane ideas passed by imperceptible degrees into
that sexuality called holy. ... IT]here is no "hard core." Everything, every idea,
is capable of being obscene if the personality receiving it so apprehends iL

Cf. Jacobellis v. Ohio, 378 US. at 201 (Warren, C.J., dissenting): "We are told that
only 'hard core pornography' should be denied the protection of the First Amendment.
But who can define 'hard core' pornography with any greater darity than 'obscenity?"

Although ir. Justice Stewart said he would recognize "hard core pornography" when
he saw it, he has not seen it yet, and it begins to look as though lie never will. Cf.
Redmond v. United States, 384 U.S. 264, 265 (1966):

Mr. Justice SnwAr, with whom Justices BLAcF and DoictAs concur, would re-
verse this conviction [of man and wife for violating § 1461 by mailing undeveloped
films of each other in the nude], not because it violates the policy of the Justice
Department, but because it violates the Constitution.
49. Concurring in Roth, the Chief Justice wrote:
It is not the book that is on trial; it is a person. The conduct of the defendant is
the central issue, not the obscenity of a book or picture. ... The defendants . . .

were engaged in the business of purveying textual or graphic matter openly ad.
vertised to appeal to the erotic interest of their customers. They were plainly en-
gaged in the commercial exploitation of the morbid and shameful craving for
materials with prurient effect....

354 US. at 495-96. Cf. Kingsley Books v. Brown, 354 US. 436, 445-46 (1957) (dissenting
opinion):

[IMhis New York law places the book on trial. There is totally lacking any standard
in the statute for judging the book in context. The personal element basic to the
criminal laws is entirely absent.
It is the manner of use that should determine obscenity. It is the conduct of the
individual that should be judged, not the quality of art or literature. To do other-
wise is to impose a prior restraint and hence to violate the Constitution.

And see Jacobellis v. Ohio, 378 U.S. at 201 (dissenting opinion): "Meanwhile, those who
profit from the commercial exploitation of obscenity . . . continue to ply their trade
unmolested."

It was the "shoddy business" of "purveying" rather than the dirty book that was
objectionable. But see Goldberg, J., concurring in Jacobellis, 378 U.S. at 198:

[B]y any arguable standard the exhibitors of this motion picture may not be crimi-
nally prosecuted unless the exaggerated character of the advertising rather than
the obscenity of the film is to be the constitutional criterion.

Note the evidence of advertising cited by the Chief Justice in dissent, 378 US. at 201 n.2.

50. See, e.g., Petition for Rehearing, Ginzburg v. United States, supra note 1;
New York Times, April 3, 1966, § 4, p. 14 (editorial advertisement); The New Republic,
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classic narrowly averted suppression in Massachusetts, and two book-
sellers went to jail less for what they said than for how they advertised
it. What looks like a retreat from the libertarian promise of Roth is,
however, really the result of the weaknesses in the early case: the fail-
ure to explain how social importance relates to obscenity; the deci-
sion to adopt the Chaplinsky exclusion approach; and the endorse-
ment of a test for obscenity that reflects a distaste for the offensive and
the unconventional.

The first of the March, 1966 decisions was Fanny Hill.5' Here the
Attorney General of Massachusetts had brought suit in equity against
Cleland's Memoirs of a Woman of Pleasure to secure a judicial declara-
tion of obscenity.52 Experts praised the book as a ribald classic,O but
the Massachusetts judges were predictably 4 unimpressed.m5 Holding
the book obscene, the Supreme Judicial Court culled the relevant
Supreme Court opinions to offer what it hoped was a correct recitation
of the Roth litany. The court was willing to credit the book with
"some minimal literary value,"50 but it refused to "interpret the
'social importance' test as requiring that a book which appeals to
prurient interest and is patently offensive must be unqualifiedly
worthless before it can be deemed obscene. '0 7

On appeal, the Supreme Court reversed, the six Justices in the major-
ity requiring four opinions to express their views. Justices Black,
Douglas, and Stewart stood by the positions they had taken in earlier
cases (the former two advocating absolute First Amendment protec-
tion for obscenity as for other forms of expression,0 8 the latter finding
that Fanny Hill did not amount to "hard core pornography"5"). Mr.
Justice Brennan, writing for himself, Mr. Chief Justice Warren, and

April 3, 1966, p. 5. See also Brief of Appellant, Appendix, Volume 11, E.xhibits B-1
et seq., appeal for resentencing pending before Court of Appeals for the Third Circuit.
But see Time Magazine, April 1, 1966, pp. 56-58.

51. Fanny Hill v. Attorney General, supra note 1.
52. 383 U.S. at 415. A statute enacted in 1947 authorized the proceeding. M,%ss. GEN.

LAws ch. 272, §§ 28C-H (1956). G. P. Putman's Sons, appearing on behalf of the book.
waived trial by jury as provided in § 28D. 383 U.S. at 415. Other actions against the
book or its distributors are collected in Appellant's Statement of Jurisdiction, pp. 12-13.

53. 383 U.S. at 415 n.2.
54. See text accompanying notes 29 8: 80, supra, and note 30 supra.
55. 349 Mass. 69, - , 206 N.E.2d 403, 405 (1965).
56. Id. at - , 206 N.E.2d at 406.
57. Ibid.
58. Ginzburg v. United States, 383 U.S. at 476 (opinion of Black, J., applicable to

Fanny Hill, id. at 421); 583 U.S. at 426 (opinion of Douglas, J.).
59. Mishkin v. New York, 383 US. at 518 (opinion of Stewart, J.. applicable to

Fanny Hill, id. at 421).
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Mr. Justice Fortas, found that the Massachusetts court had misread
Roth. It had attributed to Fanny Hill only a "modicum of social
value," but a modicum was a modicum too much. 0 Though (1) pru-
riently interesting and (2) patently offensive, the book could not be
proscribed, said Mr. Justice Brennan, unless (3) "it is found to be
utterly without redeeming social value."'

60. Id. at 419.
61. Ibid. Emphasis in original. The Court here rejected the suggestion of counsel

for the United States that it confine itself in reviewing lower-court decisions to con.
sideration of the "redeeming social value" criterion. Brief for Respondent, pp. 27-28,
Ginzburg v. United States, supra note 1.

The Brennan interpretation of the developments subsequent to Roth left, according
to Mr. Justice Harlan, dissenting, only a "tangled state of affairs"; accordingly, lie felt
free to adhere to the federalist principles he had set forth earlier. 383 U.S. at 456; see
note 17 supra. For Justices Clark and White, dissenting, the Brennan opinion signaled
the occasion for another round of "But is It Really Roth?" Objecting to Mr. Justice
Brennan's analysis as a repudiation of the Roth rule, 383 U.S. at 441, 461, they protested
the notion that the "social value" criterion should stand as a "separate and distinct
constitutional test," id. at 445 (Clark, J., dissenting), rather than as just another factor
"relevant only to determining the predominant prurient interest of the material," id. at
462 (White, J., dissenting). They also criticized the rigor of the "modicum" test Itself.
Mr. Justice Clark noted that not even Chaplinsky, the original "exclusion" case, had
required an utterance to be "utterly" lacking in social importance as a condition of
suppression, id. at 442, while Mr. Justice White conjured up what was apparently sup.
posed to be the horror case of an obscene book's securing constitutional immunity "if
it has any literary style, if it contains any historical references or language characteristic
of a bygone day, or even if it is printed or bound in an interesting way." Id. at 461.

After this exchange of views, neither the "social value" test as a criterion independent
of "prurient interest" and "patent offensiveness," nor the "modicum" test as an absolutist
statement of the "social value" requirement, could be considered established constitu-
tional doctrine. And even among the three judges espousing the new reading of Roth,
the exact status of the "modicum" test was uncertain. It was unclear, for example,
whether the test posed a question of fact or one of law. If it raised the former, then
the seemingly high standard it set could prove no obstacle at all to suppression of
obscene matter; at most it would require that lower courts modify their incantation of
the appropriate talismanic phrases to include the magic word "utterly." Yet the applica-
tion of the "modicum" test on the occasion of its first appearance did not suggest that
the "Brennan bloc" regarded it as a mere apologetic for the exercise of state power;
three Justices seized on the distinction between "utterly no social value" and a "modicum
of social value," and elevated that distinction to the level of a constitutional difference.
Perhaps, then, the "modicum" question was one of law, ultimate review of which the
Justices would entrust only to themselves. But it still was not clear what legal factors
would enter into the judicial determination of "social value." Justices Douglas, Harlan
and White agreed, in effect, that no published work could ever be said to be totally
lacking in social value of some sort. Ginzburg v. United States, 383 U.S. at 489.91
(Douglas, J., dissenting); Fanny Hill v. Attorney General, 383 U.S. at 459 (Harlan, J.,
dissenting); 461 (White, J. dissenting); cf. Brief for Respondent in Opposition [to Petition
for Certiorari], p. 8, Ginzburg v. United States, supra note 1; Brief for Respondent, p. 22.
But see Jurisdictional Statement, p. 29, Fanny Hill v. Attorney General, supra note 1. If
the test were to be one of law, then "social value" would have to become a term of art with
at least a modicum of meaning of its own. It might be possible, as Mr. Justice Harlan
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The "modicum" test for social value, taken with the requirement
that a work fail each of three criteria, looked like a virtually absolute
bar to censorship. But in concluding the opinion, Mr. Justice Brennan
qualified his initial statement. Despite the Court's decision to reverse,
and despite Fanny Hill's modicum of social value, certain circum-
stances, had they appeared in the record, might have justified suppres-
sion. In the event that Fanny Hill had only a minimum of social value,
the book would lose its immunity where it was "commercially ex-
ploited for the sake of prurient appeal .... '0

2 Evidence of "commer-
cial exploitation" would reduce the amount of social value inhering
in Fanny Hill from a "minimum" to none at all, because "where
the purveyor's sole emphasis is on the sexually provocative aspects of
his publication, a court could accept his evaluation at its face value."63

Mr. Justice Brennan said he was not announcing a new rule to re-
place the three-part formula he had just set up. Rather, his dictum was
a supplement to just one element of the formula-the "social value"
test-turning on the distinction between a modicum and a minimum,
and generating an intricate algebra of censorship. Imagine Fanny Hill
to have the requisite prurient appeal and patent offensiveness. If the
work possessed a modicum of social value, but had not been exploited,
it could not be suppressed. If it had a minimum of social value, but
had been commercially exploited, it could be suppressed. Somewhere
below a modicum, evidence of commercial exploitation would be un-
necessary to achieve suppression of the offending work; somewhere
above a minimum, it could have no effect on the work's constitution-
ally protected status. Whether the modicum was greater or less than
the minimum was unclear, especially in the absence of a definition for
either of the terms.64

noted, to make the "largely uncontradicted testimony . . . [of] acknowledged experts"

determinative of the issue of "social value," 583 U.S. at 459, and so, in effect, to allow
university professors and literary critics to set the standards for the legal suppression of
obscene matter;, but Mr. Justice Brennan, although he quoted heavily from the testimony
at the Fanny Hill trial, seemed reluctant to make the word of experts decisive in every
case. Id. at 415 n.2. Cf. Jurisdictional Statement, pp. 27-28, Fanny Hill v. Attorney Gen-

eral, supra note 1; but see Brief for Respondent, p. 24, Ginzburg v. United States, supra
note 1.

62. 383 U.S. at 420.
63. Ibid.
64. Mr. Justice Brennan's discussion assumes, of course, that a book can appeal to

prurient interest at the same time it is patently offensive; that is, that the prurient
interest and patent offensiveness tests are not mutually exclusive. That assumption is
supported, perhaps, by United States v. Ginzburg, -24 F. Supp. 129, 135 (E.D. Pa. 1963)
(per Body, J.): "When material creates in the reader shame and guilt feelings simul-
taneously with sexual arousal, the result is usually obscenity." The discussion also
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In the day's second obscenity decision-Ginzburg v. United StatesO

-"pandering" assumed sudden new significance, overshadowing all
of the tests just announced in Fanny Hill. Mr. Justice Brennan, writ-
ing this time for the Court, invoked the new doctrine to affirm a
conviction which under the Roth-Fanny Hill rules seemed at least
as dubious as Massachusetts' suppression of Cleland's classic.

Ralph Ginzburg published EROS (a "hard-cover magazine of ex-
pensive format"), Liaison (a bi-weekly newsletter), and The House-
wife's Handbook on Selective Promiscuity (a short book), all of which
he billed as the vanguard of a new era of quality pornography."0 His
frank preoccupation with sex provoked the Justice Department to
prosecute him under 18 U.S.C. § 1461 for mailing and advertising

assumes that appeal to prurient interest is not, by itself, a redeeming social value. For
a different view see Murphy, The Value of Pornography, 10 WAYNE L. REV. 655, 661
& n.19 (1964).

The crucial quantum in the social value calculus is the "minimum": the implication
of Mr. Justice Brennan's thesis is that once a work is found to possess more than a
minimum of social value, it cannot be suppressed, even with evidence of pandering. 383
U.S. at 420. But we are never told how much a minimum is. Knowing where Fanny Hill
lies on the social value scale with reference to the minimum point might help to
determine what "minimum" means, but that is impossible for several reasons. First, we
cannot be sure that Mr. Justice Brennan agrees with the Massachusetts Supreme Judi-
cial Court that Memoirs does have a modicum of value, because his disposition of tile
case made it unnecessary for him to consider that question. See Harlan, J., dissenting,
383 U.S. at 459 & n.4. Second, even if Mr. Justice Brennan had adopted the Massachusetts
findings, we still would be unable to say where a modicum stood in relation to the
minimum-whether it was more, or less, or the same. If a modicum is greater than a
minimum, then the entire first half of the Brennan opinion was unnecessary because,
according to the second half, the Massachusetts holding could not stand even with
evidence of pandering. If a modicum is less than a minimum, the matter becomes even
more confusing: since it is impossible to draw from the modicum passage, which appears
in the context of the "utterly" language, the inference that any work can be suppressed
so long as it contains less than a modicum but more than none at all and is not affected
with pandering, it is impossible to say that pandering evidence is relevant only where
the social value is less than a minimum but more than a modicum (because above the
minimum pandering would be useless, and below a modicum it would be unnecessary).
If pandering is relevant all the way from a minimum down to the point where the
challenged work has "utterly" no redeeming value,--as seems to be the case,-then one
suspects that as the social quality of the work approaches zero (supposing that no work
can be totally devoid of value of some sort), evidence of pandering will become unneces-
sary to achieve suppression of the work. Thus a fourth level, different from zero,
modicum, and minimum, becomes important, and perhaps as crucial as the minimum
level. The answer to the last problem depends, perhaps, on whether social valtte comes
in indivisible streams or discrete quanta.

65. 383 U.S. 463, petition for rehearing denied, 384 U.S. 934, petition for reconsildera-
tion of sentence denied, - F. Supp. - (E.D. Pa.), appeal pending, - F.2d - (3d Cir.
1966).

66. 383 U.S. at 466, 468 n.9.
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obscene publications.7 Judge Body of the Eastern District of Pennsyl-
vania found him guilty on all counts, fined him $28,000, and sentenced
him to five years in jail.63

The trial judge divined the need to apply three separate constitu-
tional tests to the defendant's wares, but then proceeded to emasculate
each of the relevant rules. Expert witnesses for the defense and prose-
cutorial admissions vouched for the social value of Mr. Ginzburg's
erotica,69 but Judge Body was unmoved: he found all the material to

67. Section 1461 was amended in 1958 to enable prosecution "in the Federal district
in which [the disseminator] . . . mailed the obscenity, in the Federal district in which
the obscenity was received, or in any Federal district through which the obscenity
passed while it was on its route through the mails." 104 CoNG. REc. 15610-11 (1958)
(remarks of Rep. Hillings). With admirable candor, Mr. Hillings commented:

ITihe practical advantages to such a law appear obvious to all of us. . . . If in-
sufficient evidence could be gathered to support a prosecution in the Federal district
of mailing or receipt, or if an overworked grand jury could not attend to the matter
in time, or if for any other reason an indictment or prosecution could not be
speedily secured in one of those Federal districts, the smut dealer would be per-
fectly free to continue his operations, notwithstanding that other evidence in another
Federal district might be readily available to support an indictment and prosecution.

Id. at 15611. (Emphasis added.) See also H.R. RE. No. 2624, 85th Cong., 2d Sess.. re-
printed in 104 CONG. Rac. 17831-32. The amendment was designed to override the holding
in United States v. Ross, 205 F.2d 619 (10th Cir. 1953), that the unlawful act described
in § 1461 was "the deposit for mailing and not a use of the mails which may follow
such deposit. That act is complete when the deposit is made and is not a continuing
act." Id. at 621. "The importance of the decision," reported the Conference Committee.
"rests in the fact that it is sometimes difficult to obtain a conviction for the mailing
of obscene matter in certain jurisdictions." H.R. REP. No. 2624, at 3; 104 Co N. RE.c
17832. The "certain jurisdictions" went unspecified, but it is not too difficult to imagine
what some of them might be. For instance, the United States brought this § 1461
prosecution against Mr. Ralph Ginzburg in the eastern district of Pennsylania after
a New York state grand jury refused to return an indictment under N.Y. PEN. CODE
§ 1141. Brief amid curiae for American Civil Liberties Union and Pennsylvania affiliate,
p. 6, Ginzburg v. United States, supra note 1. For evidence of the Third Circuit's re-
ceptivity to such prosecutions see, e.g., United States v. Hornick, 131 F. Supp. 603 (E.D.
Pa. 1955) (per Marsh, J.), affd, 229 F.2d 120 (3d Cir. 1956).

68. 224 F. Supp. 129 (E.D. Pa. 1963); Brief for Respondent in Opposition, p. 3, Ginz-
burg v. United States, supra note 1. Other defendants (corporations apparently owned and
presumably controlled by Mr. Ginzburg) and their respective fines are collected here.

69. Critics and professors testified to the literary and artistic value of the sections
Judge Body found obscene in EROS, 383 U.S. at 487-88 (Douglas, J., dissenting); Petition
for Certiorari, pp. 6-11; Brief for Petitioners, pp. 41-44, 46-52, 54-55. Doctors and
psychiatrists thought the Handbook had "clinical value," 383 U.S. at 484 (Douglas, J.,
dissenting), and the prosecution conceded that in a "controlled . . . or . . . neutral
environment" the Handbook had medical worth. Id. at 472 (Brennan, J., for the Court).
Apparently Liaison flunked even the "modicum" test: not even the defendant's own
expert witness could bring himself to testify that the tract possessed literary merit, 224
F. Supp. at 134, and the only defense Mr. Justice Douglas could muster for the work
in his dissenting opinion was that it appealed "to the ribald sense of humor which is

a part of our culture" rather than to a "morbid or shameful interest in nudity,
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have "not the slightest redeeming importance." 70 The Roth "whole
book," "average person," and "prurient interest" standards emerged
looking like their Hicklin counterparts. Of the fifteen articles compris-
ing the challenged issue of EROS, the judge found only four obscene;
but they sufficed to "permeate" the entire volume, so that "material
which might be innocuous alone [partook] . . . of the obscenity." 1

The "average person" Judge Body drew from the whole community,
-an entity replete, "of course," with "children of all ages, psychotics,
feeble-minded and other susceptible elements."7 2 Obscenity, in the
judge's version, was "the result . . . when material creates in the
reader shame and guilt feelings simultaneously with sexual arousal. ' 7

sex, or excretion." 383 U.S. at 486-87. For a more spirited defense of Liaison, see Brief
for Petitioners, pp. 54-55.

70. 224 F. Supp. at 131-34.
71. Id. at 134-35. The case of an offending article in the midst of a collection of

articles presents peculiar difficulties under the Roth test. One team of observers has
commented:

Physically . . . the offending parts are inseparable from the work as a whole, and
if the parts are held to be obscene and illegal, then the whole book must be con-
demned. From the standpoint of the rationale of the "work as a whole," . . . it is
arguable that the offending parts must be judged apart and the entire work con-
demned if these parts offend.

PAUL & ScHwARTz, FEDERAL CENsORsHIP: OBSCENITY IN THE MAIL 211 n.2 (1961). Any other

application of the whole book rule might confer immunity wherever "bits of non-
statutory material have simply been laced into the obscene structure...." United
States v. Ginzburg, 338 F.2d 12, 15 (1964). But the dangers of such a construction are
apparent: "once the door is opened to permit the barring of a book because of one
independent offensive part, the way is open for censors to bar the book when the offen-
sive part is not so clearly independent, and not so dearly obscene. . . ." PAUL &
SCHWARTZ, op. cit. supra, at 211 n.2. Rigorous enforcement of the "whole book" rule is
essential if such unfortunates as the following are to be avoided:

[Neither the number of the "objectionable passages" nor the proportion they bear
to the whole book are controlling. If an incident, integrated with the theme or
story of a book, is word-painted in such lurid and smutty or pornographic language
that dirt appears as the primary purpose rather than the relation of a fact or
adequate description of the incident, the book itself is obscene.

Besig v. United States, 208 F.2d 142, 146 (9th Cir. 1953) (upholding libel of Miller's
Tropics).

72. Judge Body had been "regaled" by the theory that "the susceptibility of no single
segment of the community is to be the paramount consideration in deciding whether
a work is obscene," but he confessed that such "is the law." 224 F. Supp. at 137. Then
he continued:

It is also the law that the community as a whole is the proper consideration. In
this community, our society, we have children of all ages, psychotics, feeble-minded
and other susceptible elements. Just as they cannot set the pace for the average
adult reader's taste, so they cannot be overlooked as part of the community ....
Society as a whole, replete of course with various imperfections, must be protected.

Ibid. Cf. Commonwealth v. Isenstadt, 318 Mass. 543, 552, 62 N.E.2d 840, 845 (1945).
73. 224 F. Supp. at 135.
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The judge also found telling evidence in the defendant's advocacy
of legal reforms.

When material is composed of several portions, not related ex-
cept insofar as each deals with sex in various forms, and at the
same time this material includes obscene items, if these items are
tested standing alone and if at the same time a single purpose
of destruction of all barriers against sexual behavior of any kind
is advocated along with the advocacy of removal of restraint by
government over the dissemination of any written material what-
soever, there is but one conclusion. That conclusion is: there is
specific intent to destroy any limitations whatsoever over any
medium of human communication regardless of the extent of
abuse of that medium through the use of obscenity. Therefore,
defendants are in the unsavory position of advocating that ob-
scenity should be disseminated, and at the same time they are
deliberately purveying material through the mails which material
is designed to break down those barriers imposed by the statute.74

Despite Judge Body's transfiguration of Roth and free-speech doc-
trine, the Third Circuit affirmed Mr. Ginzburg's convictions.75 On
certiorari, the Supreme Court announced that "the only serious ques-
tion" in the case was whether "the standards we first enunciated in
Roth ...were correctly applied. '70 The only serious question was
never answered. The Court dissociated itself from Judge Body's
exegesis of Roth, insisting that it was "not . . . to be understood as
approving all aspects. .. .,-7 But it did not reverse the judgment below
for failure to apply the standards correctly, nor did it independently

74. Ibid.
75. 38 F.2d 12 (3d Cir. 1964). Like Judge Body below, Judge McLaughlin. writing

for a unanimous Court of Appeals, regarded the defendant's pandering as the controlling
factor in the case. The judge saw he was dealing with no "novel by a well known
novelist," or even the "autobiographical account of the scabrous life of a writer of
some pretensions." Id. at 14. What confronted him was a "sui generis operation on the
part of experts in the shoddy business of pandering to and exploiting for money one

of the great weaknesses of human being [sic]." Id. at 15. The Roth tests gave Judge
McLaughlin no more trouble than they had Judge Body; the "whole book" question.
for instance, was dispensed with as follows:

[E]ven a casual reading makes it readily apparent that bits of nonstatutory material
have simply been laced into the obscene structure whicl is the Eros volume ....
[Remember that the trial court found four articles obscene out of fifteen.] This seems
to us not just frivolous but a bold attempt to pioneer both in the elimination of
the law itself and in the collection of the resultant profits. . . .The sham device
of seeking to somewhat cloak [sic] the content with non-offensive items falls of its
own evil weight.

Ibid.
76. 383 U.S. at 465.
77. Id. at 465 n.3.
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apply the relevant tests to show why Mr. Ginzburg fell on their nether
side. Instead, the Court exhibited Mr. Ginzburg's advertising, intro-
duced at the trial to establish scienter, to demonstrate that the defen-
dant had "pandered" within the meaning of the concept announced
in Fanny Hill-though without examining whether the challenged
publications came within the "social value" zone that Fanny Hill
had indicated would make evidence of pandering relevant.

Explaining the new doctrine, the Court struggled to differentiate
pandering from ordinary commercial activity, and thus to avoid resur-
rection of the discredited notion that speech which turns a profit can
claim no First Amendment protection. 78 "Pandering" was defined as
the commercial exploitation of erotica solely for the sake of its pru-

78. Compare New York Times Co. v. Sullivan, 376 U.S. 254, 265-66 (1964) (per
Brennan, J.), and Smith v. California, 361 U.S. 147, 150 (1959) (per Brennan, J.), with
Breard v. Alexandria, 341 U.S. 622, 641-42 (1951), and Valentine v. Chrestensen, 316
U.S. 52 (1942).

References to commerciality, 383 U.S. at 466, "sordid business," id. at 467, and "material
gain," id. at 471, punctuated the opinion of the Court. It might be inferred from the
Court's opinion that perhaps a charitable trust endowed by an eccentric millionaire
and charged with the gratuitous dissemination of French postcards through the grade
schools of the nation would lie beyond the scope of the "pandering" rule. But near the
end of the opinion, the Court took it all back. "No weight is ascribed," Mr. Justice
Brennan wrote, "to the fact that petitioners have profited from the sale of [the] publica-
tions. . . . [C]ommercial activity, in itself, is no justification for narrowing the protec-
tion of expression secured by the First Amendment." 383 U.S. at 474. Yet in the very
next case the Justice noted that all of the defendant's publications were "cheaply
prepared paperbound 'pulps' with imprinted sales prices that are several thousand
per cent above costs." Mishkin v. New York, 383 U.S. at 505. The thrust of the argu-
ments in both Ginzburg and Mishkin reflected the Court's distaste for the way in
which the defendants before them were making a living. But countless advertisers rely
on "pandering" of a sort-not-so-subtle suggestiveness and double entendre-to sell their
wares. See Douglas, J., dissenting in Ginzburg, 383 U.S. at 482; Carlson, Advertising:
Where to Draw the Shock Line, N.Y. Times, May 8, 1966, § 3 (Business-Financial), p. 16.

Furthermore, public expression today is inextricably caught up in "commercial ac-
tivity." Any publication not distributed gratis is both "commercial" and "expression";
this is true today for most "speech" and nearly all "press." The case law, however,
does little to explain what commercial expression shall be protected and what shall
not: some press survives despite its commercial character, e.g., New York Times Co. v.
Sullivan, supra, but other press loses precisely because of its business nature, e.g.,
Breard v. Alexandria, supra. Mr. Justice Douglas has correctly noted that "[the] extent
to which . . . advertising could be regulated consistently with the First Amendment
.. . has never been authoritatively determined," Cammarano v. United States, 358 U.S.
498, 513 n.* (1959) (concurring opinion).

The profit motive should make no difference, for that is an element inherent in
the very conception of a press under our system of free enterprise. Those who make
their living through exercise of First Amendment rights are no less entitled to its
protection than those whose advocacy or promotion is not hitched to a profit
motive. ...

Id. at 514,
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rient appeal, to catch the salaciously disposed.70 Apparently Mr. Ginz-
burg exploited his publications, rather than simply sold them, be-
cause he used them as stock in trade of a "sordid business" 0-the
"business of purveying textual or graphic matter... to appeal to the
erotic interest of [his] customers.""' The "abundant evidence"8 2 sup-
porting this finding included Mr. Ginzburg's efforts to secure mailing
privileges in Intercourse and Blue Ball, Pennsylvania, and in Middle-
sex, New Jersey. 3 Where others might see the giggle of the college
sophomore, the Court detected the "leer of the sensualist."84 The
smirk of the satyr was also reflected in the advertising for the publica-
tions, which consisted of such titillating material as the following:

EROS is a child of its times .... [It] is the result of recent court
decisions that have realistically interpreted America's obscenity
laws and that have given to this country a new breadth of freedom
of expression ....

EROS.. . handles the subjects of Love and Sex with complete
candor. The publication of this magazine-which is frankly and
avowedly concerned with erotica-has been enabled by recent
court decisions ruling that a literary piece or painting, though

79. 383 U.S. at 466, 471, 472.
80. Id. at 467.
81. Ibid. The phrase is that of the Chief Justice, concurring in Roth. 354 U.S. at

495-96.
82. 383 U.S. at 467.
83. Id. at 467-68. There was a question, evidently resolved against Mr. Ginzburg,

whether the acts of an employee of a co-defendant corporation could be imputed to him
in the absence of a conspiracy charge. See Petition for Certiorari, p. 20, Ginzburg v.
United States, supra note 1; Brief for Petitioners, pp. 58-59, Ginzburg v. United States,
supra. The United States admitted that the evidence was irrelevant to the charges on
which Mr. Ginzburg was tried. See Brief of Respondent in Opposition, p. 10, Ginzburg
v. United States, supra.

84. 383 U.S. at 468. The phrase is Judge Woolsey's in United States v. One Book
Entitled Ulysses by James Joyce, 5 F. Supp. 182, 183 (S.D.N.Y. 1933). On the significance
of the mailing addresses, consider the following exchange, in Interview with Ralph
Ginzburg, Playboy, July 1966, p. 50:

P. ABOY: But was all your advertising and promotion that noble? Justice Brennan
noted that Eros first tried to obtain mailing privileges from the post offices of
Intercourse and Blue Ball, Pennsylvania, and then did get permission from the post-
master of Middlesex, New Jersey. He considered this sort of activity as proving
the "leer of the sensualist." GiNzBuaG: He's wrong. First of all, we didn't use either
the Blue Ball or Intercourse postmark. But even if we did, I don't see how that
would have made Eros any more obscene than, let's say, a wedding invitation from
those mailing addresses. And furthermore, I'd like to point out that although we
did mail from Middlesex, New Jersey, we had no intention of exploiting the sexual
connotation of the name. We mailed from Middlesex simply because one of the
largest mail-order facilities in the Eastern United'States was located there. Anyone
who thinks otherwise is really doing my sense of humor an injustice.
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explicitly sexual in content, has a right to be published if it is a
genuine work of art.

EROS is a genuine work of art .... 85

If these fliers are panderous, the new test threatens any advertise-
ment designed to inform or remind prospective buyers that the work
they are purchasing is racy. Promoting an "unexpurgated" edition of
Henry Miller or the "essential" de Sade could invite prosecution. Ap-
parently the Ginzburg Court agrees: the sweep of its new test induced
it to promise that the pandering doctrine will not apply always and
everywhere. Only in "close cases" will evidence of commercial ex-
ploitation be "probative with respect to the nature of the material in
question and thus satisfy the Roth test."86 As a practical matter, this
is a limitation that does not limit. When the standards themselves
are as many and as vague as those now constituting obscenity law,
a close case can only be what a court says it is.

Certainly trial judges will receive little guidance from the Supreme
Court, which speaks to the close case issue not in one voice, but in
five. For Justices Black and Douglas, no case is ever close: if the offend-
ing expression is not "brigaded with illegal conduct," the First Amend-
ment protects it absolutely.87 For Mr. Justice Harlan in federal cases
and Mr. Justice Stewart in all cases, a case is close only when it
becomes necessary to consider whether a challenged work amounts
to "hard core pornography." 88 For Mr. Justice Harlan in state cases,
a close case emerges whenever the Fourteenth Amendment reasonable-
ness of state suppression comes into question.89 For Justices Clark
and White, the closeness of a case turns on whether the challenged

85. 383 U.S. at 468-69 n.9. For a sample of the new advertising following the Ginzburg
decision, see the newspaper promotion for a movie entitled "Super Women," as reported
in Playboy, July 1966, p. 52:

The illustration shows a woman in black tights with a hefty decolletage wrestling
a man to the ground, and in another view, wielding a whip. The title reads, Faster,
Pussycat! Kill! Kill! and the credits include "San Francisco's Topless Tassel Twirler."
The second feature is Mud Honey, "a film of ribaldry and violence made from the
juice of lifel" The theater management apparently thought the advertising was too
lurid, so they printed in typewriter type at the top of the ad the following dis-
claimer: "ADULTS: Although these films are of redeeming social importance and or
artistic merit, they are recommended exclusively for liberal persons over 18 years
of age. This program is ultra-realistically sordid, yet it provides insight into the
psychological bases for uncommon pathological behavior. Because of the recent
Supreme Court decision on obscenity (Eros), we are attempting to advertise both
honestly and in good taste."
86. 383 U.S. at 474.
87. See note 58 supra.
88. See notes 47 & 48 supra.
89. See note 47 supra.
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work appeals to prurient interest. 0 For Mr. Chief Justice Warren and
Justices Brennan and Fortas, a "close case" can materialize from any
one of the three Fanny Hill criteria.91

The position of the last three Justices on the close case question is
crucial; together they constitute the "swing bloc" on the Court.92 But

90. 83 U.s. at 441-42, 461; see also note 61 supra.
91. See text accompanying notes 60 & 61 supra. The fact is that the nine Justices bave

adopted five irreconcilable views of what a close case is. A dose cas for one set of
judges can be a foregone conclusion for every other set. This is emphatically thc case
with the two groups of Justices in Fanny Hill that united to form the Gin-burg majority.

The "Brennan bloc" and the "Clark-White bloc" were unable to agree in Fanny Hill
even on what Roth had decided, let alone on what the course of its development should
be. Now they were in accord that Ginzburg was a close case. If Justices Clark and White
really thought of Ginzburg as a dose case, then their dissenting opinions in Fanny Hill
were meaningless: the champions of the "real" Roth, one of whom cdaimed to know.

as the "deciding" member of the original Roth majority, exactly what that case had
held, 383 U.S. at 441-42, and both of whom deplored Mr. justice Brennan's departure
from the original case, 383 US. at 44145, 461, now found a dose case where the trial
judge had violated every rule established in Roth. It is more comforting to suppose
that Justices Clark and White simply found the evidence of "pandering" in Ginzburg
so persuasive that they ignored the lower court deviations from the Roth definition. In

that event, they joined Mr. Justice Brennan's opinion as nominal members of a five-man
majority, without, however, agreeing on anything other than the reliance on "com-
mercial exploitation" and the attendant result. Their sin was a failure to write a

separate concurrence.
Note, however, that if this analysis is correct, then the Court as a whole actually found

Ginzburg not to be a close case, by a vote of six Justices to three. Yet, in spite of this
Mr. Justice Brennan proceeded to employ the very "pandering" test he had just an-
nounced would be relevant only in a close case.

92. The position of the "Brennan bloc" is central to any resolution of the closeness
issue. The divergent opinions in Fanny Hill indicate that judicial reactions to obscenity
cases are falling in a matrix as follows:

PRO "Obscenity"
FREE (Roth-Fanny Hill) PRO

SPEECH prurient interest "Obscenity" REGULITION
6 patent offen- (Roth):

Absolute "Hard core siveness 6 utter- prurient "Reason-
freedom of pornography" ly no redeeming interest ableness"

expression only social value only test

FEDERAL Black, J. Stewart, J. Warren, C.J. Clark, J.
CASES DouglasJ. Harlan, J. Brennan,J. White,J.

Fortas, J.

STATE Black, J. Stewart, J. Warren, C.J. Clark, J. Harlan, J.
CASES Douglas, J. Brennan, J. White, J.

Fortas, J.

Given the divisions on the Court, and in the absence of support from the "Brennan
bloc," no four Justices sharing the same view can unite to grant certiorari in any case
arising from a state jurisdiction; nor can any five Justices unite on a single rationale in
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nothing in the Brennan opinion suggested that the close-case limit
imposed any restrictions on the bloc's use of pandering evidence. Ac-
cording to the statement of the rule in Ginzburg, a determination
whether the case was close necessarily preceded the admission of
pandering evidence. That determination hinged on an answer to the
question that the Court announced at the outset of its opinion to be
the only serious one in the case: whether the judges below had cor-
rectly applied the standards first enunciated in Roth and just elabo-
rated in Fanny Hill. But the Roth-Fanny Hill rules were never ap-
plied, even though the Ginzburg Court virtually conceded that their
application would have compelled reversal of the Ginzburg convic-
tion. The whole opinion was written on the assumption that without
the pandering evidence the prosecution could not have succeeded; 3

the affirmance disavowed approval of the trial judge's characterizations
of the Handbook outside the "setting" of the manner in which the
defendant had sold it;04 only evidence of pandering supported Judge
Body's reading of the "whole book" requirement for EROS, "[h]ow-
ever erroneous" his conclusion might otherwise have been.05 It made
no difference how many errors the lower courts had committed in
passing on the Roth-Fanny Hill rules; the Ginzburg Court could dis-
pense with them all, because none of them really mattered: the errors
were more than counterbalanced by the evidence of the defendant's
pandering,-his "commercial[ity]," 9 6 his "sordid business," 07 his "ma-
terial gain."98 It was, then, the evidence of pandering that made
Ginzburg a close case. But that meant that consideration of commer-
cial exploitation had preceded rather than followed the Court's de-
termination that Ginzburg was close, in violation of the very rule
the Court was announcing as the holding of the case.09 In other words,

any case, state or federal. Thus the "Brennan bloc" holds a decisive and controlling
power in the decision of every case to reach the Supreme Court, and it has a good deal
to say about which cases, if any, should reach the Court at all.

93. 383 U.S. at 465-66. The prosecution insisted that evidence of pandering played
no part in the defendant's conviction. Brief for Respondent, p. 27, Ginzburg v. United
States, supra note 1.

94. 383 U.S. at 466 n-5.
95. Id. at 471.
96. Id. at 466.
97. Id. at 467.
98. Id. at 471.
99. It is to the last degree unlikely that the Court could have silently applied the

Roth-Fanny Hill tests to Mr. Ginzburg's materials and concluded that they all flunked
each of the constitutional tests, without regard to the pandering. Take EROS and the
social value requirement. Expert witnesses testified to the literary and artistic value
of the excerpts Judge Body held obscene. Even if Mr. Justice Brennan was indisposed
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the Court first introduced evidence of pandering to give the impres-
sion of a close case, and then it invoked the finding of a close case
to justify introducing the evidence of pandering.

Indeed, all the talk about close cases is indefensible in principle. If
evidence of pandering is relevant at all to determining whether a
challenged work is obscene, it is relevant in every case, not just the close
ones. If pandering is, as the Court says, "probative with respect to the
nature of material in question,"'100 the judges should be taking it into
account whenever it appears; they should be balancing the "internal"
worth of the publication itself against the evidence of pandering in
each case to determine the over-all "social value" of the material in
question. On this premise, even a substantial amount of social value
could be outweighed by an advertising campaign conducted in con-
summate bad taste. Pandering would thus be decisive only in close
cases (i.e., where "internal" worth and "external" purveying are closely
balanced), but it would still be relevant in all of them.' 0'

In fact, however, as the close case qualification tacitly acknowledges,
evidence of pandering has scant relevance in determining the quality
of a publication, unless books are now to be judged by their covers.
According to Mr. Justice Brennan,

[i]t is not that in ...a setting [of commercial exploitation] the
social value test is relaxed so as to dispense with the requirement
that a book be utterly devoid of social value, but rather that...
where the purveyor's sole emphasis is on the sexually provocative

to accept their testimony as determinative, he still had to decide that EROS had less
than the magic minimum that he said would have saved Memoirs in the presence of
commercial exploitation. Yet he never once evaluated the social worth of EROS. Again,
consider the whole book problem raised with regard to EROS. A finding that four
articles were obscene in a hard-cover magazine comprised of fifteen, whether made by
the trial court or by the Supreme Court itself, required some discussion of the whole
book rule if the Roth rules were really involved in the case. Again, the Gin:burg Court
never considered the issue. The reason the Court never considered it was its determina-
tion that pandering had made it all irrelevant.

100. 383 U.S. at 474.
101. Mr. Justice Brennan, however, is not to be understood as performing any such

balancing operation, because in Fanny Hill he announced some sort of limit on the
scope of admissibility of pandering evidence-at and below the minimum leel of
social value. Of course, the Justice did not explain how Fanny Hill relates to Gin:burg.
Perhaps the minimum limit in Fanny Hill is the same thing as the close case limit in
Ginzburg (not that the clarity of either expression is enhanced by identification with the
other). If the two expressions refer to differing notions, then the confusion is all the
greater. But if they have the same meaning, then Mr. Justice Brennan's failure in

Ginzburg to inquire into the level of social value in the defendant's publications before
turning to the evidence of pandering is, according to the rules Mr. Justice Brennan
enunciated in Fanny Hill, plain error-unless, that is, Gin:burg has overruled Fanny Hill
sub silentio.
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aspects of his publications, a court could accept his evaluation at
its face value. 10 2

This is more of a wisecrack than a reason. It amounts to saying that
"good faith" on the part of publishers has become a prerequisite to
their enjoying First Amendment rights.' 03 Such a notion ignores the
basic role of the First Amendment: not the protection of deserving
individuals, but the defense of the social interest in access to all view-
points, especially the fresh and unconventional ones.104 The real
significance of Ginzburg is its retreat to the days when freedom of
expression extended only to the ideas and people the judges favored.

In any event, once the Ginzburg majority had restructured its con-
stitutional doctrine, it easily overcame the final obstacle to an affirm-
ance of the defendant's conviction. The federal statute under which
Mr. Ginzburg was prosecuted spoke of a knowing use of the postal
facilities to mail, carry, or deliver non-mailable material; it did not
speak of "pandering" or "commercial exploitation."'' 0 The Court
admitted that § 1461 "appear[s] to deal with the qualities of material
in the abstract," but declared it "settled" that the mode of distribu-
tion might play a "significant part" in determining the obscenity of
the material involved. 0 6 The authority for this "settled" proposition
was United States v. Rebhuhn,0 7 a Second Circuit precedent exhumed
for the occasion. 08 There the late Judge Learned Hand relied on
evidence of pandering, not because he thought it relevant to the
quality of the material, but because he regarded mailing as a "privi-
lege" of which pandering demonstrated an "abuse."' 0 9 The privilege

102. Fanny Hill v. Attorney General, 383 U.S. at 420 (opinion of Brennan, J.).
103. Cf. Dombrowski v. Pfister, 380 U.S. 479 (1965), noted, 75 YALE L.J. 1007, 1033-35

(1966); New York Times Co. v. Sullivan, 376 U.S. 254 (1964), noted, 75 YALE L.J. 642
(1966).

104. See SHAPIRo, FREEDOM OF SPEaECH: THE SUPREME COURT AND JUDICIAL REViEW
(1966); SHAPIRo, LAW AND PoLITIS IN THE SUPREME COURT (1964); Emerson, supra note
21. Cf. United States v. Carolene Prods. Co., 304 U.S. 144, 152 n.4 (1938) (per Stone, J.).

105. 18 U.S.C. § 1461 (1964); see note 5 supra.
106. 383 U.S. at 474 n.15.
107. 109 F.2d 512 (2d Cir.), cert. denied, 310 U.S. 629 (1940).
108. The relevance of the Rebhuhn case to the issues presented in Ginzburg, as per.

ceived by the parties prior to the Ginzburg decision, is suggested by the fact that the
only brief even mentioning Rebhuhn is the Reply Brief of the Citizens for Decent
Literateur [sic] as Amicus Curiae in Support of Respondent, pp. 4-5, Ginzburg v. United
States, supra note 1.

109. 109 F.2d at 514. For Judge Hand, the only limit imposed by the Constitution on
prosecutions for abuse of privileges lay within the vague contours of Fifth Amendment
due process; First Amendment issues never entered the picture. Cf. HAND, TH. BILL OF
RIGHTS 66-67 (1958).
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doctrine, turning exclusively on the reasonableness of the rules gov-
erning the use of the mails, left no room for First Amendment con-
siderations. 10 Whatever authority it may have retained after powerful
attack by Justices Holmes and Brandeis"' and severe questioning by
the Court itself, 1  disappeared long before Mr. Justice Harlan in
Roth announced its demise.13 Now Mr. Justice Brennan tastefully
elided all reference to the doctrine, while treating the pandering talk
in Rebhuhn as "persuasive authority" for the Court's new position. 1 4

Still, the announcement that § 1461 proscribes pandering came as a
revelation to the dissenting Justices,"3 to the courts below, n0 to the
prosecution," 7 and to Mr. Ginzburg." 8 If the Court majority thought

110. E.g., United States ex rel. Milwaukee Social Democratic Pub. Co. v. Burleson,
255 US. 407 (1921).

111. Leach v. Carlile, 258 U.S. 138, 141 (1922) (Holmes, J., dissenting); United States
ex rel. Milwaukee Social Democratic Pub. Co. v. Burleson, supra note 110, at 427
(Brandeis, J., dissenting).

112. Hannegan v. Esquire, Inc., 327 U.S. 146, 156 (1946) (per Douglas, J.).
113. Roth v. United States, 354 U.S. at 504 n.5 (opinion of Harlan, J.).
114. 383 U.S. at 473. The relevant passage, with elided portion italicized, appears

in 109 F.2d at 514:
S. . [I]n several decisions we have held that the statute [predecessor to § 1461] does

not in all circumstances forbid the dissemination of such publications, and that in the
trial of an indictment the prosecution must prove that the accused has abused a condi-
tional privilege, which the law gives him [citing United States v. Dennett, 39 F.2d 564
(2d Cir. 1930), United States v. One Book Entitled Ulysses, 72 F.2d 705 (2d Cir. 1934).
and United States v. Levine, 83 F.2d 156 (2d Cir. 1936), no one of which is authority
for the proposition just stated]. However, in the case at bar, the prosecution succeeded
. .. when it showed that the defendants, etc., etc.
115. See Justices Black, 383 U.S. at 477, Harlan, id. at 495, and Stenart, id. at 500.

in their respective dissenting opinions.
116. See Harlan, J., dissenting, 383 U.S. at 497 n.3.
117. Justices Brennan and Harlan disagreed whether the prosecution tried the case

on the theory that Mr. Ginzburg had pandered. 383 U.S. at 467 n.8, 497 n.3. The con-
troversy centered about the following colloquy at the trial, when the prosecution sought
to introduce evidence of a letter to the postmaster at Blue Ball, Penns)lhania (Record,
quoted by Mr. Justice Brennan at 467 n.8):

Mr. SHAmo [defense counsel]: It is in no way relevant to the particular issue or
publication upon which the defendant has been indicted, ...
The CouRar:. Anything else to say?
Mr. CsaemR [counsel for United States]: If your Honor pleases, there is a state-
ment in this letter indicating that it would be advantageous to this publication to
have it disseminated through Blue Ball, Pennsylvania, post office. I think this clearly
goes to intent, as to what the purpose of publishing these magazines was. At
least, it clearly establishes one of the reasons why they were disseminating this
material.

For Mr. Justice Brennan, the discussion in the trial court demonstrated that the prosecu-
tion had proceeded on a pandering theory. But Mr. Justice Harlan read the transcript
and opinions below as showing that the evidence had gone in solely to establish the
scienter of the defendant, as required by the terms of § 1461. Some light, to say the least,
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it necessary to rework the statute in midstream, it could have offered
Mr. Ginzburg the opportunity to defend himself at a new trial against
the theory employed to sustain his conviction.11

is thrown on the matter by the following statement of the United States in its Brief in
Opposition [to Grant of Certiorari], p. 11, Ginzburg v. United States, supra note 1
(emphasis added):

It was stipulated that all of the petitioners knew the contents of the works here at
issue. Accordingly, there is no need to consider whether additional evidence of intent
is shown by petitioners' efforts to mail their material from selected post offices (i.e.,
at Blue Ball, Pa.; Intercourse, Pa.; and Middlesex, N.J.). Moreover there is no basis
in the trial court's findings for a contention that commercial exploitation was con-
sidered an element of the obscenity of any of the challenged works.
118. "Publisher of Erotica," N.Y. Times, March 22, 1966, p. 24, cols. 3.4: "Consider-

ing himself an expert on American obscenity law, Ginzburg was surprised by his con-
viction, astonished when the Court of Appeals upheld it, and flabbergasted when the
Supreme Court ruled against him yesterday."

119. See Bouie v. City of Columbia, 378 U.S. 347, 350-54 (1964):
The basic principle that a criminal statute must give fair warning of the conduct
that it makes a crime has often been recognized by this Court. . ..
[Here] a statute precise on its face has been unforeseeably and retroactively ex-
panded by judicial construction. . . . The violation [of due process] is that much
greater when, because the uncertainty as to the statute's meaning is itself not re-
vealed until the court's decision, a person is not even afforded an opportunity to
engage in . . . speculation before committing the act in question ... .
"[J]udicial enlargement of a criminal Act by interpretation is at war with a funda-
mental concept of the common law that crimes must be defined with appropriate
definiteness.".. . If a legislature is barred by the Ex Post Facto Clause from passing
such a law, it must follow that a . . . Supreme Court is barred by the Due Process
Clause from achieving precisely the same result by judicial construction.

And cf. James v. United States, 366 U.S. 213 (1961); Cole v. Arkansas, 333 U.S. 196 (1948).
Because the Court found the challenged publications obscene, it was able to sustain

the convictions based on the advertising without reaching the question whether § 1461
can be construed to authorize a prosecution for sending advertisements of "obscene
matter" through the mails, without first determining that the matter advertised is
obscene. Consider the reasoning in United States v. Hornick, 131 V. Supp. 603, 604-05
(E.D. Pa. 1955) (per Marsh, J.):

Weighing heavily against the defendants at bar are the two advertising circulars
sent in sequence through the mails. This familiar plan capitalizes on a human
trait to sample forbidden fruit. . . T]his insidious background, which commer-
cializes on sex, panders to the lewd, and tempts the young, taints with obscenity....

I']he offense is complete [under § 1461] even though the defendants believed the
pictures referred to were not obscene.

The language was, if anything, strengthened by the Court of Appeals in its affirnmance,
229 F.2d 120, 122 (3d Cir. 1956):

We do not think it is necessary that representations made in these advertisements be
true.... [T]he offense of using the mails to give information for obtaining obscene
matter is committed even though what is sent in response to the advertisement to
the gullible purchasers is as innocent as a Currier and Ives print or a Turner
landscape.

Cf. Klaw v. Schaffer, 151 F. Supp. 534 (S.D.N.Y. 1957) (mail block under 39 U.S.C. § 259a);
United States v. Perkins, 286 F.2d 150, 151 (6th Cir. 1961).
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The third and final obscenity case of the day was that of Edward
Mishkin, whose New York conviction the Court affirmed by a six-to-
three margin. -O Mr. Mishkin, a veteran defendant in New York ob-
scenity cases, 121 specialized in the publication of so-called "bondage
literature": most of his books catered to the tastes of what Mr. Justice
Brennan, again writing for the Court, delicately referred to as "deviant
sexual groups"; many of the defendant's works had covers depicting
the beating or whipping of scantily clad women. 12 Evidence of pand-
ering was, of course, relevant, although nobody even bothered to
describe the case as a close one.3. -3

Once again, the Court discerned no need for serious scrutiny of the
lower courts' disposition of the case. The excuse this time was the

The Hornick rule has won less than universal acceptance, however. See, e.g., United
States v. Schillaci, 166 F. Supp. 303, 306 (S.D.N.Y. 1958) (per Kaufman, J.):

The dear import of [the words of the indictment] would seem to require a showing
that the matter referred to is obscene. Most of the courts . . . have assumed . . .
that the Government must prove the obscenity of the underlying material. . .. (l]f
a conviction could have been had merely on proof that the circulars purported to
tell of obscene articles, the articles themselves would have been immaterial and
the careful judicial discussions concerning them would have been mere surplus
verbiage.

See also Poss v. Christenberry, 179 F. Supp. 411, 415 (S.D.N.Y. 1959) (per Bryan, J.): "I
doubt whether the theory on which Hornich proceeds is presently valid, particularly
in the light of the Supreme Court in Roth . And see Harlan, J., in Manual Enter-
prises v. Day, supra note 41, at 491:

[N]either with respect to the advertisements nor the magazines themselves, do we
understand the Government to suggest that the 'advertising' provisions of § 1461
are violated if the mailed material merely 'gives the leer that promises the cus-
tomer some obscene pictures.' . . . Such an approach to the statute could not
withstand the underlying precepts of Roth.
120. Mishkin v. New York, supra note 1. Mr. Justice Harlan concurred in the result

on the basis of his federalist theory; Justices Black, Douglas, and Stewrart dissented.
121. See Kingsley Books, Inc. v. Brown, 354 U.S. 436 (1957). See also S. REP. No. 2381.

84th Cong. 2d Sess. 39-40 (1956).
122. 383 U.S. at 505.
123. New York in its Brief for Appellee, p. 52, Mfishkin v. New York, supra note 1,

admitted that evidence of a !'deliberate catering to prurient interests" was "perhaps
not an integral part of the Roth standards .. " Presumably no weight vas ascribed
to the fact that the appellant iad profited from the sale of the challenged publications,
accord Ginzburg v. United States, 383 U.S. at 474; but the Court still called attention
to the fact that "all the booksi are cheaply prepared paperbound 'pulps' with imprinted
sales prices . . . several thousand percent above costs." 383 US. at 505. The prices
charged were rather steep; see Brief for Appellee, p. 10, Mishkin v. New York. supra
note 1:

Although all of the books are paper-bound "pulps," most of the e.xhibits are marked
to sell at exorbitant prices [see e.g., Confession (Exh. 13, 127 pp. at $15.00); Chances
Go Round (Exh. 1, 50 pp. at $10.00); Female Sultan (Exh. 3, 150 pp. at $10.00)].
Fifteen other books sell for either four or five dollars and all contain less than one
hundred and sixty pages....
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supposed libertarian vigilance of the New York Court of Appeals;
after the Mishkin trial but before its affirmance of Mr. Mishkin's
conviction, the state's highest court had construed the obscenity stat-
ute-§ 1141 of the Penal Law-to reach only "hard core pornog-
raphy."1 24 The trial court, however, had convicted Mr. Mishkin of
distributing not "hard core pornography," but "obscenity"; the defen-
dant's work was deemed a "clear attempt to portray filthy ideas," in
that the author clearly "was not thinking of the spiritual, . . . but [of]
. .. the animal instincts of the human race."1 25 The trial court relied
heavily on cases supposedly repudiated by the Court of Appeals, if
not already overruled by the Supreme Court. 12  Mr. Justice Brennan,
however, took the Court of Appeals' per curiam affirmance to mean
that the New York judges had limited punishable obscenity in the
Mishkin case to hard core pornography. 127 Of course, as Mr. Justice
Stewart pointed out in dissent, nothing in the record indicated that
the contrary was not the more reasonable interpretation-that hard

124. People v. Richmond County News, Inc., 9 N.Y.2d 578, 586, 175 N.E.2d 681,
685-86, 216 N.Y.S.2d 569, 376 (1961); cf. People v. Fritch, 13 N.Y.2d 119, 123, 192 N.E.2d
713, 716 (1963); Stewart, J., concurring, in Jacobellis v. Ohio, 378 U.S. 184, 197 (1964).
And see 383 U.S. at 506 n.4.

125. People v. Mishkin, 26 Misc. 2d 152, 155, 156 (Ct. of Spec. Sess. for City of New
York, 1960) (per Gassman, J.). The case was tried to a three-judge court without jury.
Judge Gassman found that the books commissioned by the defendant lacked literary
merit: "they teach no lesson and point no moral." Their authors had "not become
distinguished by their place in the literary world nor by the quality of their style of
writing." Id. at 155. Nor could the substance of the works save them from the rubbish
heap.

It is very clear that the author . . . was not thinking of the spiritual, but devoted
the whole book to the animal instincts of the human race. His efforts were not a
lesson in morality, nor an attempt to uplift the mind of the reader.... While some
people may think this quite smart, a book of this kind, which has nothing to recom-
mend it, and dealing wholly with such details, is properly held to be disgusting,
indecent and obscene.

rd. at 156, quoting People v. Pesky, 230 App. Div. 200, 204, 243 N.Y.S. 193, 197 (Sup.
Ct.), afJ'd, 254 N.Y. 373, 173 N.E. 227 (1930).

The trial court found Mr. Mishkin guilty on all but seven of the one hundred forty-
eight counts on which he was tried. 383 U.S. at 503 n.2. On appeal, the First Depart-
ment of the Appellate Division upheld the § 1141 convictions, 17 App. Div. 2d 243, 234
N.Y.S.2d 342 (Sup. Ct. 1962), but reduced the sentence and fine based on failure to
print the true name and address of the publisher and printer in violation of N.Y. GEN.
Bus. LAW § 330(2), on the ground that the statute was unconstitutional under the rules
in Talley v. California, 362 U.S. 60 (1960), and Schneider v. State, 308 U.S. 147 (1939).
The New York Court of Appeals affirmed the judgment and order below without opinion.
15 N.Y.2d 671, 204 N.E.2d 209, 255 N.Y.S.2d 881 (1964).

126. E.g., People v. Pesky, 254 N.Y. 373, 173 N.E. 227 (1930), relied on by Judge Gass-
man, but invoked in Richmond County News by Judge Froessel, dissenting, 9 N.Y.2d
at 593, 175 N.E.2d at 689, 216 N.Y.S.2d at 381.

127. 383 U.S. at 506-07.
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core pornography in New York had just become as broad as obscenity
everywhere else. 28 But the Court majority simply assumed that, "since
the [New York] definition of 'obscenity' is more stringent than the
Roth definition, the judgment that the constitutional criteria are satis-
fied is implicit in the application of § 1141 below."' How to recon-
cile such deference to the Court of Appeals with the oft-repeated as-
surances that the question of "obscenity" was ultimately one for the
Supreme Court alone, was an issue to which the Court did not address
itself.' 30

With the statutory hurdle out of the way, the Court rapidly dis-
posed of the remaining difficulties. The only constitutional question
Mr. Justice Brennan considered was that relating to prurient interest.
Mr. Mishkin had contended that publications depicting deviant sexual
practices could not satisfy the "prurient appeal" test because they did
not excite prurient thoughts in Roth's "average person": "instead of
stimulating the erotic," he urged, "they disgust and sicken."' 31

The Court was unimpressed. Mr. Justice Brennan dismissed the
contention as an "unrealistic interpretation of the prurient-appeal re-
quirement,"'. 32 and modified the Roth definition to permit suppres-
sion of erotica exciting only to the deviant. The Roth test was satisfied,
the Justice said, "where the material is designed for and primarily dis-
seminated to a dearly defined deviant sexual group," and where "the
dominant theme of the material taken as a whole appeals to the
prurient interest in sex of the members of that group."'13

For the Court, replacing the Roth average person with the new
Mishkin deviant person was only an "adjustment" of the prurient
interest requirement to comport with "social realities .... "13 Roth,
after all, was "not intended to develop all the nuances of a definition
required by the constitutional guarantees"; 3r the average person test
was employed there "to serve the essentially negative purpose of ex-
pressing [a] . . . rejection of that aspect of the Hicklin test .. . that
made the impact on the most susceptible person determinative."'"'r

128. 383 U.S. at 518. See Brief for Respondent, p. 25. Ginzburg v. United States,
supra note 1.

129. 383 US. at 508.
130. See note 46 supra.
131. Brief for Appellant, p. 15, Mishlin v. New York, supra note 1.
132. 383 U.S. at 508.
133. Ibid.
134. Id. at 509.
135. Id. at 508 n.7.
136. Id. at 509.
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The Court thus regarded its Mishkin decision as a valuable exercise
in symmetry: just as literature appealing to the normals was already
judged by the prurient interest of average people, so the "deviant ma-
terial involved here" would now be assessed "in terms of the sexual
interests of its intended and probable recipient group . . .,u3

In reconciling Mishkin with Roth, the Court never asked whether
sexual excitement of deviants posed the same social dangers as ex-
citement of the "average person." Dangerous conduct, in the Mishkin
Court's view, was not the dominant theme of Roth; the only relevant
evil there was the stimulation of naughty thoughts. Only because
Roth was now deemed to hold "prurient interest" an evil by itself,
without regard to further social consequences, could the Mishkin
Court dispose of the deviant problem simply by "adjusting" the
average person criterion. But that means that the Court has reduced
Roth itself to an "adjustment" of Hicklin supplying new standards of
taste for the ancien regime of thought control.138

III.

The Court recognizes the obscurity of its present obscenity stand-
ards. It concedes that the Roth test harbors a "perhaps inherent resid-
ual vagueness," 39 and it admits to "ambiguities .. . inherent in the
definition of obscenity. ' 140 But the Justices will not venture even a

137. Ibid.
138. The Court here drew heavily on a suggestion made by counsel for New York.

See Brief for Appellee, p. 44, Mishkin v. New York, supra note 1:
A synthesis of judicial opinions discloses not a tangled morass of verbal formuli
[sic], but a comprehensive, realistic delineation of the ambit of constitutional pro-
tection. There are actually three separate standards upon which the constitutional
protection rests, any one of which can support the lawful dissemination of material.
And further, each standard must be judged by different litmus quite independently
of each other. Clearly, redeeming social value must necessarily be judged by the
courts, perhaps with the aid of experts and critics. No less obviously, patent offen-
siveness must be judged in terms of contemporary community standards, this being
the domain of the average man who is most expressive and understanding of the
community's tolerance. Finally "appeal to prurient interest" must be taken quite
literally and alone, and be judged in terms of the reaction of those likely to be
reached by the material. Lest this be misunderstood, it should be stated that there
is no danger of returning to Hicklin by using even the most perverse and susceptible
viewer as the referent for this latter characteristic. For even if his prurient Interests
are aroused by something quite innocent, as may indeed be the case, the material
could not be banned unless it is also patently offensive to the average man and
lacking utterly in redeeming social value as the courts understand the values of
the society.
139. Ginzburg v. United States, 383 U.S. at 475 n.19.
140. Mishkin v. New York, 383 U.S. at 511.
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modest application of the vagueness or overbreadth doctrines tradi-
tionally invoked in such circumstances. 141 Instead, they hope to con-
trol overenthusiastic censors by recourse to other tactics. Already they
have intimated their preference for criminal rather than civil proce-
dures to enforce anti-obscenity policy. A declaratory judgment action
such as the one in Massachusetts, where sale of a book declared ob-
scene gives rise to a conclusive presumption that the seller knows his
wares are dirty,'4 2 is thought to savor unduly of censorship; it is "likely
to result in the total suppression of the [offending] book in the Com-
monwealth."'4 But, according to the Ginzburg Court, a criminal "con-
viction for mailing obscene publications, .. . explained in part by the
presence of [commercial exploitation], ... does not necessarily sup-
press the materials in question."' 44

Of course, it might seem that a criminal law whose essential ele-
ments are "inherently vague" and "ambiguous" would have precisely
the same suppressive effect as the Massachusetts statute.1D But here

141. See cases cited in notes 15 & 16 supra. For the almost wild proliferation of formal
statutory prohibitions, see APPENDIX, infra. It has been suggested that the "vast bulk of
the prosecutions under obscenity laws are [sic] aimed at dealers in so.called 'under-the-
counter' pornography and 'stag' movies. This material is obscene by any judicial test
which has yet been established.... Note, 71 HARv. L. REv. 326, 343 (1957). But the
obscenity statutes range far beyond any such narrowly limited function. For an ex-
planation of one objective possibly served by the broad sweep of the obscenity laws,
see Cohen, Moral Aspects of the Criminal Law, 49 YALE L.J. 987, 1017 (1940):

We may look upon punishment as a form of communal expression. An organized
group, like an individual, needs to give vent to its feeling of horror, revulsion or
disapproval .... It is one of the functions of the criminal law to give expression
to the collective feeling of revulsion toward certain acts, even when they are not
very dangerous-for example, buggery. There are, of course, various forms and
degrees of social disapproval and it is not always necessary to bring the legal ma-
chinery into operation. But at some point or other the collective feeling must be
embodied in some objective communal act. By and large such expression of disap-
proval is a deterrent. But deterrence here is secondary. Expression is primary.....

The reprobative theory will explain why it is difficult to repeal penal statutes
where no one believes that the punishment will have any reformatory effect on the
offender or any deterrent effect on others and consequent diminution of the num-
ber of offenses....
142. MAss. AN. LAws, ch. 272, § 28H (1956).
143. Fanny Hill v. Attorney General, 383 US. at 417 nA (opinion of Brennan, J.).

But cf. Warren, C.J., dissenting, in Kingsley Books, Inc. v. Brown, 354 U.. 436, 446
(1957): "[I]n the absence of a prior judicial determination of illegal use [n.b. not of
obscenity], books, pictures and other objects of expression should not be destroyed. It
savors too much of book burning."

144. 383 U.S. at 475.
145. For recent discussions see Dombrowski v. Pfister, 380 U.S. 479, 486.87 (1965);

NAACP v. Button, 371 US. 415, 432-33 (1963). See generally Amsterdam, The Void.for-
Vagueness Doctrine in the Supreme Court, 109 U. PA. L REv. 67 (1960).

In this instance at least the argument of Professor Emerson against "prior restraint"
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too the Court has intimated its answer: as Mr. Justice Brennan an-
nounced in Mishkin, "the Constitution requires proof of scienter"
to compensate for the "inherent ambiguities.' 40

Already in docketing obscenity cases for the 1966 October Term,
the Court has restricted its grant of certiorari to the scienter ques-
tion.147 The limitation suggests the course the Justices intend to take:

is unconvincing. Emerson, The Doctrine of Prior Restraint, 20 L. & CONTtr. Pou,
648, 659 (1955) (certainty vs. risk). See Freund, The Supreme Court and Civil Liberties,
4 VAND. L. Rxv. 533, 537-39 (1951).

146. 383 U.S. at 511.
147. Redrup v. New York (App. Term, Sup. Ct. N.Y., 1st Jud. Dept.), cert. granted,

384 U.S. 916 (1966) (certiorari limited to question whether conviction is constitutional
where record proof fails to show accused knew contents of challenged material or be-
lieved the material to violate the law); Austin v. Kentucky (Cir. Ct., McCracken Co.,
Ky.), cert. granted, 384 U.S. 916 (1966) (certiorari limited to question whether Kentucky
obscenity law is invalid in that: (1) it provides that sale of any publication found ob-
scene is prima facie evidence that seller knew of obscene character; (2) court refused to
instruct jury that defendant was entitled to acquittal if he had a good faith belief that
publications he sold were not obscene; and (3) exclusion of evidence showing defendant
to have no knowledge of the contents of the challenged publications was error).
Cf. Gent v. Arkansas (Sup. Ct. Ark.), probable jurisdiction noted, 384 U.S. 937
(1966) (appeal limited to question whether Arkansas obscenity law is invalid in that:
(1) it operates as prior restraint; and (2) it is unconstitutionally vague). See also Keney
v. New York, No. 2 (Co. Ct. Monroe Co., N.Y.), petition for cert. pending (conviction
of bookseller for sale of paperbacks characterized by trial court as "plain, old-fashioned
filth" and "hard core pornography"; questions presented: (1) whether jury instruction
that obscenity could be determined solely by appeal of challenged publications "to those who
may be sex perverted" was error; (2) whether scienter requirement of New York statute may
be satisfied as to defendant by inferences drawn from covers, titles, and contents of
books; (3) whether "contemporary community standards" are local or national; and
(4) whether First Amendment limits class of punishable obscenity to "hard core por-
nography," and whether instant publications are "hard core'); Friedman v, New York,
No. 7 (App. Term, Sup. Ct. N.Y., 1st Dept.), petition for cert. pending (conviction
under New York obscenity law; questions presented: (1) whether statute is unconstitution-
ally vague; (2) whether statute is invalid in that it does not give defendant absolute
right to jury trial; and (3) whether challenged publications here fall into constitutional
category of "obscenity," without regard to New York characterization of them as
"sadistic" and "masochistic'); Cobert v. New York, No. 10 (Ct. App. N.Y.), petition for
cert. pending (conviction under New York obscenity law for sale of obscene motion pic-
ture films; questions presented: (1) whether conviction is invalid for failure to show
contemporary community standards; (2) whether conviction is invalid for failure to show
that defendant knew or had reason to believe that films were obscene; and (3) whether
statute is unconstitutionally vague); Sheperd v. New York, No. 26 (App. Term, Sup. Ct.
N.Y., 1st Dept.), petition for cert. pending (conviction for sale of obscene materials; ques.
tions presented: (1) whether statute is unconstitutionally vague; (2) whether chal.
lenged publications are obscene; (3) whether jury must determine question of ob-
scenity; (4) whether evidence sufficed to establish scienter; and (5) whether challenged
materials were obtained in invalid search and seizure); Avansino v. New York, No. 72
(N.Y.), petition for cert. pending (conviction of bookstore clerks; questions presented-
(1) whether challenged materials are obscene under Fourteenth Amendment; (2) whether
conviction is invalid in absence of proof that defendants were aware of obscene nature
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scienter will be the remedy for vagueness. A criminal conviction will
no longer stand if it establishes only that the defendant committed
the crime of "obscenity"; from now on it will be an essential element
of the offense that the defendant have committed obscenity "wilfully"
or "knowingly." The new rule will probably protect wholesale dis-
tributors and booksellers; such people cannot be expected to scru-
tinize the contents of everything they sell to determine its "prurient
appeal" or its "patent offensiveness," let alone its "redeeming social
importance."'148 But the scienter rule will hit hardest at those most
directly involved in creating and producing books and magazines.
Authors and publishers are the ones who know their work well enough
to be guilty of wilfully committing obscenity with the contents of
their wares. They will not be heard to protest the vagueness or over-
breadth of the statutes under which they are convicted; in their cases
it will be "plain as a pikestaff" that they have violated the law. 49 "A
mind intent upon wilful evasion," they will be told, "is inconsistent
with surprised innocence."'850

But the scienter solution will solve nothing. The requirement of
"wilfuilness" or "knowledge" is disingenuous while essential elements
of the crime include terms as devoid of meaning as "patent offensive-
ness" and "redeeming social importance." And asking whether the
defendant has appealed knowingly to the prurient interest of his cus-
tomers is only asking whether he has "pandered," which brings the
Court back to where it stands now. Imposing a scienter limit in ob-
scenity cases will thus only obfuscate the real issues involved. The
Justices will purport to ask whether the individual litigant before
them has acted "wilfully," but in reality they will be inquiring

of materials they were selling; (3) whether conviction is invalid for exclusion of evi-
dence proffered to show contemporary community standards; (4) whether conviction
is invalid in that search warrant allowed arresting officer to seize whatcver he deemed
obscene); Aday v. United States, No. 149 (6th Cir.), petition for cert. pending (prose-
cution of California defendants under §§ 1461 and 1462 at place of delivery in Michi-
gan; questions presented: (1) whether 1958 venue provision permitting prosecution
at place of delivery violates First, Fifth, or Sixth Amendments; (2) whether denial of
motion to transfer venue denied defendants fair trial; (3) whether offending movie,
"Sex Life of a Cop," is obscene; (4) whether under statutes government must show
that defendants know not only contents of challenged material, but also that contents
are obscene).

148. Cf. Smith v. California, 361 U.S. 147 (1959).
149. The phrase is from Williams v. United States, 341 U.S. 97, 101 (1931) (prosecu-

tion for violation of the "Screws statute," 18 U.S.C. § 242). See Amsterdam, supra note
145, at 96-104 (third-party standing versus the "are-yott-in-or-are.you-out" approach).

150. The phrase is from United States v. Ragen, 314 U.S. 513, 524 (1942) (wilful eva-
sion of federal income tax).
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whether he has acted "in bad faith."'151 Whether he has so acted will

depend on the same evidence and the same inquiry as whether he has
pandered. Again the Court will be faced with the very question it

expects to avoid by recourse to the scienter remedy. The merry-go-
round of meaningless terms will simply take longer to make one com-
plete revolution.

The babel of labels and the intellectual confusion they reflect

would disappear if the Court returned to orthodox First Amendment

151. On the use of scienter as a curative for vagueness, and its attendant conversion
into a "good faith" test, see Amsterdam, supra note 145, at 87 n.98. The leading case
is Screws v. United States, 325 U.S. 91 (1945), a prosecution under 18 U.S.C. § 242 for

wilfully depriving a Georgia inhabitant, under color of law, of "rights, privileges, or
immunities secured or protected by the Constitution and laws of the United States ......
Mr. Justice Douglas, writing for himself and three other members of the Court, in-
timated that § 242 with its requirement of specific intent would apply only to depriva-
tions of "federal rights made definite by decision or other rule of law," 325 U.S. at 103;
an officer acting "under color of law" would violate the statute "not merely because
he has a bad purpose but because he acts in defiance of announced rules of law," id.
at 104. Whether the federally protected rights were to be "announced" and "made
definite" before a prosecution could be had under the statute for deprivation of a
Fourteenth Amendment right (thus securing a prospective effect only), or whether the
rights were to be "announced" and "made definite" as a result of the prosecution (thus
yielding a quasi-retroactive effect), the Justice did not make clear. Perhaps Brown v.
Mississippi, 297 U.S. 278 (1936) had already established a Fourteenth Amendment right
to trial in a court of law, not "trial by ordeal." 325 U.S. at 106. But Mr. Justice Rut-
ledge, whose concurrence with the result reached by Mr. Justice Douglas permitted
disposition of the case, id. at 134, read § 242 to encompass the entire "body of well-
established . . . rights . . . secured by the Fourteenth Amendment, to all of which
the sections [241 and 242] may and do apply, without specific enumeration...." Id.
at 131 (Emphasis added.) Some rights had already entered the category of rights se-
cured by the Constitution under Fourteenth Amendment due process, and as to them
"the sections should stand without question of their validity. Beyond this, the charac-
ter of the act proscribed and the intent it necessarily implies would seem to afford
would-be violators all of notice the law requires .. " Ibid. (Emphasis added.)

To this Justices Roberts, Frankfurter, and Jackson, dissenting, retorted that a statute
whose essential terms are undefined at the time of violation is hopelessly vague; and
that no imposition of a scienter requirement can cure the vagueness. Their criticisms
are relevant to the scienter requirement about to be imposed in obscenity cases:

What the Constitution requires is a definiteness defined by the legislature, not one
argumentatively spelled out through the judicial process which, precisely because
it is a process, can not avoid incompleteness. A definiteness which requires so
much subtlety to expound is hardly definite.

325 U.S. at 153.
"Willfully" doing something that is forbidden, when that something is not suf-
ficiently defined according to the general conceptions of requisite certainty in our
criminal law, is not rendered sufficientiy definite by that unknowable having been
done "willfully." It is true also of a statute that it cannot lift itself up by its
bootstraps.

Id. at 154. Professor Amsterdam has suggested that the scienter requirement adds nothing
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theory.152 Instead of defining obscenity "in the sky," the Court would
begin to assess the social ends such definition should serve. So far,
no member of the Ginzburg-Mfishkin majority has explained why he
thinks obscenity should be regulated. Justices White and Fortas have
yet to express their views. Mr. Justice Brennan once announced that
"more important interests" compelled the removal of obscenity from
constitutional protection, and left it at that.1r The Chief Justice is
more disturbed by "commercial exploitation" of the psychic weakness
for obscenity than he is by obscenity itself. 54 Mr. Justice Clark, who
claims to be no "purist" or "shrinking violet," but who has found
he cannot "stomach" the stuff, is persuaded that dirty books incite to
crimes of a violent and depraved nature.15

but a "port of entry for the ethical predilections of the .. .Court." Amsterdam, supra
note 145, at 87 n.98.

152. Returning to traditional free-speech doctrine involves abandoning Roth. That,
in turn, entails giving up the "exclusion" technique which Roth and succeeding cafes
have borrowed from Chaplinsky v. New Hampshire. The abandonment of Chaplinspy
is necessary for two reasons. First, the "exclusion" rule requires that the justices de-
fine the excluded category of utterances as the critical step in the exclusion process, and
this they have been unable to do. The Roth definition was ambiguous at its inception;
it barely survived the passage from Manual to Jacobellis; and the recent decisions have
done less to cure its "perhaps inherent residual vagueness" than to sap it of all meaning.

Second, even if the judges could define obscenity, the resultant application of the
exclusion principle would still be undesirable. The notion that whole classes of speech
can be deprived of the First Amendment guaranty without endangering legitimate
utterances may once have seemed a neat and simple way to dispose of expression deemed
obnoxious; but today the theory must yield to more mature judgment based on its
actual working. The Court has already recognized in the New York Times case that
applying the "exclusion" rule to "libel" threatens to deprive valid public speech of the
constitutional protection to which it is entitled; the Justices there were "compelled by
neither precedent nor policy to give any more weight to the epithet 'libel' than . . . to
other 'mere labels' . .... New York Times Co. v. Sullivan, 376 U.S. 254, 269 (1964)
(per Brennan, J.). "Obscenity" should enjoy the same freedom from label-affixation.
After New York Times it stands as the only First Amendment issue still subjected to the
"exclusion" technique, where attempts at definition are allowed to take precedence over
the articulation of reasons for the defining policy.

Abandoning Chaplinsky, then, means a renunciation of Roth. And once Roth goes,
much of the difficulty it has generated can go with it. It will no longer be necessary to
formulate definitions of obscenity without regard to the social ends such definitions
should serve. A return to conventional First Amendment theory will restore to their
proper place the questions of speech and evil, of cause and effect, that should have
been asked at the outset, but that until now have entered the debate only peripherally,
if at all.

153. Roth v. United States, 354 U.S. at 484.
154. See note 49 supra.
155. Fanny Hill v. Attorney General, 383 U.S. at 451-53 (dissenting opinion). The

authorities for this proposition are American clergy and Mr. J. Edgar Hoover. Id. at
452-53. The medical authority cited by Mr. Justice Clark, id. at 452 n.6. described only
the impact of "pornographic materials" upon sexual deviates and adolescents. Testimony
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One could hope for a more convincing and articulate accounting
from the present Court majority of the reasons that have led it to
adopt its position. A return to First Amendment theory would compel
such an accounting. Obscene expression will remain expression, and
so be entitled to the protection of the constitutional guaranties until
it can be shown to result in a substantive evil that government has a
right to prevent. If one objective of the law is, for instance, to shelter
decent folk from an unpleasant confrontation with offensive litera-
ture, the legislature may justifiably protect them from coerced asso-
ciation with what they find distasteful-but not from the mere knowl-
edge that other people are willing customers. 50 If another objective
is to preserve the morality of the young, or to avoid a stimulation of
the susceptible, the legislature may prohibit the distribution of pro-
vocative material to such persons, again provided that it can show a
rational connection between the dissemination it prevents and the
evil it apprehends. 157

of Dr. G. W. Henry, professor of clinical psychiatry at Cornell University, College of
Medicine, before Subcommittee of the Judiciary Committee to Investigate Juvenile
Delinquency, S. REP. No. 2381, 84th Cong., 2d Sess. 8-12 (1956).

156. This seems to be the focus of Mr. Justice Stewart's "hard core pornography"
rule after its latest exposition in Ginzburg, 383 U.S. at 498 n.1 (dissenting opinion),
as well as a consideration (albeit incidental) in the "pandering" test. At various points
in Ginzburg, the Court expressed its concern with the "brazen" public dissemination
of offensive material, 383 U.S. at 470, the "indiscriminate . . . solicitation," id. at
469 and the "flooded mails," id. at 473 (quoting Rebhuhn). The fact that Mr. Glnzburg
had advertised his publications openly to all the world, rather than confined his
appeal "to those, such as physicians or psychiatrists, who might independently discern
the book's . . . worth," id. at 469-70, or to other such "limited audiences," id. at 472,
played a determining role in the Court's condemnation of the defendant's activity.
Forcing "public confrontation with the potentially offensive aspects of the work," Mr.
Justice Brennan wrote, ". . heightens the offensiveness of the publications to those
who are offended by such material." Id. at 470. But Mr. Ginzburg had "flooded the
mails" only with advertisements, not with the offending publications themselves. Per-
sons likely to be offended by a "forced confrontation" with Mr. Glnzburg's publications
could avoid the confrontation simply by not ordering the books. See Brief for Peti-
tioner, p. 36 n.15, Ginzburg v. Untied States, supra note 1. Those who ordered the
publications presumably were more than happy to be "confronted" with the "po-
tentially offensive aspects"; the real objections came from third parties offended not
so much by the books themselves as by the willing-seller willing-buyer relationship
between Mr. Ginzburg and his customers. Cf. Stewart, J. dissenting, 383 U.S. at 498 n.l.
And see Frankfurter, J., dissenting, in Saia v. New York, 334 U.S. 558, 563 (1948) (em-
phasis added):

The native power of human speech can interfere little with the self-protection of
those who do not wish to listen. They may easily move beyond earshot, just as
those who do not choose to read need not have their attention bludgeoned by un-
desired reading matter.
157. The Court has on occasion intimated that the Constitution may limit anti-
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First Amendment theory will thus require a clear understanding of
the evil feared from erotic literature. Once the evil is identified, the
judges can ask whether the state's censorship is suited to achieve the
legitimate goal and no more. On issues such as these, judges and
lawyers can talk sense. Until these issues become the central concern
of the Court, judicial discussions can only be tedious, "not as difficult
subjects like physics or mathematics are tedious, but as tossing feathers
endlessly, hour after hour, is tedious."'' 0

obscenity states to the protection of minors. See Butler v. Michigan, 352 U.S. 380
(1952); Jacobellis v. Ohio, 378 U.S. 184, 195 (1964) (opinion of Brennan, J.); cf. Cutter.
J., dissenting, in Attorney General v. The Book Entitled "John Cleland's Memoirs of
a Woman of Leisure," 349 Mass. 69, - , 206 N.E.2d 403, 408-09 (1965). It seems time
to develop the notion further;, on its latest appearance, Mr. Justice Brennan was inclined
to treat it with a studied neglect it does not deserve. Fanny Hill v. Attorney General,
383 U.S. at 521 n.8.

158. William James, quoted in THuRmAN ARNoLD, FAIR FIcHTS AND FoUL 184-85 (1965).
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